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QCD lattice simulations with 2þ 1 flavors (when two quark flavors are mass degenerate) typically start

at rather large up-down and strange quark masses and extrapolate first the strange quark mass and then the

up-down quark mass to its respective physical value. Here we discuss an alternative method of tuning the

quark masses, in which the singlet quark mass is kept fixed. Using group theory the possible quark mass

polynomials for a Taylor expansion about the flavor symmetric line are found, first for the general

1þ 1þ 1 flavor case and then for the 2þ 1 flavor case. This ensures that the kaon always has mass less

than the physical kaon mass. This method of tuning quark masses then enables highly constrained

polynomial fits to be used in the extrapolation of hadron masses to their physical values. Numerical results

for the 2þ 1 flavor case confirm the usefulness of this expansion and an extrapolation to the physical pion

mass gives hadron mass values to within a few percent of their experimental values. Singlet quantities

remain constant which allows the lattice spacing to be determined from hadron masses (without

necessarily being at the physical point). Furthermore an extension of this program to include partially

quenched results is given.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.84.054509 PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc

I. INTRODUCTION

The QCD interaction is flavor blind. Neglecting electro-
magnetic and weak interactions, the only difference be-
tween quark flavors comes from the quark mass matrix,
which originates from the coupling to the Higgs field. We
investigate here how flavor blindness constrains hadron
masses after flavor SUð3Þ symmetry is broken by the
mass difference between the strange and light quarks.
The flavor structure illuminates the pattern of symmetry
breaking in the hadron spectrum and helps us extrapolate
2þ 1 flavor lattice data to the physical point. (By 2þ 1we
mean that the u and d quarks are mass degenerate.)

We have our best theoretical understanding when all 3
quark flavors have the same masses (because we can use
the full power of flavor SUð3Þ symmetry); nature presents
us with just one instance of the theory, with mR

s =m
R
l � 25

(where the superscript R denotes the renormalized mass).
We are interested in interpolating between these two cases.
We consider possible behaviors near the symmetric point,

and find that flavor blindness is particularly helpful if we
approach the physical point, denoted by ðmR�

l ; mR�
s Þ, along

a path in the mR
l �mR

s plane starting at a point on the

SUð3Þ flavor symmetric line (mR
l ¼ mR

s ¼ mR
0 ) and holding

the sum of the quark masses �mR ¼ 1
3 ðmR

u þmR
d þmR

s Þ �
1
3 ð2mR

l þmR
s Þ constant [1], at the value mR

0 as sketched in

Fig. 1. The usual procedure (path) is to estimate the physical
strange quark mass and then try to keep it fixed, i.e.
mR

s ¼ constant, as the light quark mass is reduced towards
its physical value. However on that path the problem is that
the kaon mass1 is always larger than its physical value.
Choosing instead a path such that the singlet quark mass
is kept fixed has the advantage that we can vary both
quark masses over a wide range, with the kaon mass always
being lighter than its physical value along the entire trajec-
tory. Starting from the symmetric point when masses are

1In this article quark masses will be denoted by m, and hadron
masses by M.
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degenerate is particularly useful for strange quark physics
as we can track the development of the strange quark mass.
Also if we extend our measurements beyond the symmetric
point we can investigate a world with heavy up-down
quarks and a lighter strange quark.

The plan of this article is as follows. Before considering
the 2þ 1 quark flavor case, we consider the more general
1þ 1þ 1 case in Sec. II. This also includes a discussion of
the renormalization of quark masses for nonchiral fermi-
ons. Keeping the singlet quark mass constant constrains the
extrapolation and, in particular, it is shown in this section
that flavor singlet quantities remain constant to leading
order when extrapolating from a flavor symmetric
point. This motivates investigating possible quark mass
polynomials—we are able to classify them here to third
order in the quark masses under the SUð3Þ and S3 (flavor)
groups. In Sec. III we specialize to 2þ 1 flavors and give
quark mass expansions to second order for the pseudosca-
lar and vector meson octets and baryon octet and decuplet.
(The relation of this expansion to chiral perturbation theory
is discussed later in Sec. V.) In Sec. IV we extend the
formalism to the partially quenched case (when the valence
quarks of a hadron do not have to have the same mass as
the sea quarks). This is potentially useful as the same
expansion coefficients occur, which could allow a cheaper
determination of them. We then turn to more specific
lattice considerations in Secs. VI and VII with emphasis
on clover fermions (i.e. nonchiral fermions) used here.
This is followed by Sec. VIII, which first gives numerical
results for the constant singlet quark mass results used
here. Flavor singlet quantities prove to be a good way of
defining the scale and the consistency of some choices is
discussed. We also investigate possible finite size effects.
Finally in Sec. IX the numerical results for the hadron mass
spectrum are presented in the form of a series of ‘‘fan’’
plots where the various masses fan out from their common
value at the symmetric point. Our conclusions are given in
Sec. X. Several Appendices provide some group theory

background for this article, discuss the action used here
and give tables of the hadron masses found.
Mostly we restrict ourselves to the constant surface.

However, in a few sections, we also consider variations
in �mR (for example in the derivation of the quark mass
expansion polynomials, Sec. II C, the discussion of OðaÞ
improvement in Sec. II D, and in Sec. IVD where we
generalize a constant �mR formula).

II. THEORY FOR 1þ 1þ 1 FLAVORS

Our strategy is to start from a point with all three sea
quark masses equal,

mR
u ¼ mR

d ¼ mR
s � mR

0 ; (1)

and extrapolate towards the physical point, ðmR�
u ; mR�

d ; mR�
s Þ,

keeping the average sea quark mass

�mR ¼ 1
3ðmR

u þmR
d þmR

s Þ; (2)

constant at the value mR
0 . For this trajectory to reach

the physical point we have to start at a point where
mR

0 � 1
3m

R�
s . As we approach the physical point, the u and

d quarks become lighter, but the s quark becomes heavier.
Pions are decreasing in mass, butK and � increase in mass
as we approach the physical point.

A. Singlet and nonsinglet renormalization

Before developing the theory, we first briefly comment
on the renormalization of the quark mass. While for chiral
fermions the renormalized quark mass is directly propor-
tional to the bare quark mass, mR

q ¼ Zmmq, the problem,

at least for Wilson-like fermions which have no chiral
symmetry, is that singlet and nonsinglet quark mass can
renormalize differently [2,3]2

mR
q ¼ ZNS

m ðmq � �mÞ þ ZS
m �m; q ¼ u; d; s; (3)

where mq are the bare quark masses,

�m ¼ 1
3ðmu þmd þmsÞ; (4)

ZNS
m is the nonsinglet renormalization constant, and ZS

m is
the singlet renormalization constant (both in scheme R). It
is often convenient to rewrite Eq. (3) as

mR
q ¼ ZNS

m ðmq þ �Z �mÞ; (5)

where

�Z ¼ rm � 1; rm ¼ ZS
m

ZNS
m

; (6)

represents the fractional difference between the renormal-
ization constants. (Numerically we will later see that this

0
ml

R

0

m
sR

(m0

R
,m0

R
)

(ml

R*
,ms

R*
)

ms

R
=ml

R

⎯m
R
=const

FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of the path (red, solid line) in the
mR

l �mR
s plane to the physical point denoted by ðmR�

l ; mR�
s Þ. The

dashed diagonal line is the SUð3Þ-symmetric line.

2Perturbative computations showing this effect, which starts at
the two-loop order, are given in [4,5].
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factor �Z is �Oð1Þ, and is thus non-negligible at our
coupling.) This then gives

�mR ¼ ZNS
m ð1þ �ZÞ �m: (7)

This means that even for Wilson-type actions it does not
matter whether we keep the bare or renormalized average
sea quark mass constant. Obviously Eq. (7) also holds for
a reference point ðm0; m0; m0Þ on the flavor symmetric
line, i.e.

mR
0 ¼ ZS

mm0 ¼ ZNS
m ð1þ �ZÞm0: (8)

Furthermore introducing the notation

�mR
q �mR

q � �mR; �mq �mq� �m; q¼u;d;s; (9)

for both renormalized and bare quark masses, we find that

�mR
q ¼ ZNS

m �mq: (10)

So by keeping the singlet mass constant we avoid the need
to use two different Zs and as we will be considering
expansions about a flavor symmetric point, they will be
similar using either the renormalized or bare quark masses.
(Of course the value of the expansion parameters will be
different, but the structure of the expansion will be the
same.) We shall discuss this point a little further in
Sec. II D.

So in the following we need not usually distinguish
between bare and renormalized quark masses.

Note that it follows from the definition that

�mu þ �md þ �ms ¼ 0; (11)

so we could eliminate one of these symbols. However we
shall keep all three symbols as we can then write some
expressions in a more obviously symmetrical form.

B. General strategy

With this notation, the quark mass matrix is

M ¼
mu 0 0

0 md 0

0 0 ms

0
BB@

1
CCA

¼ �m

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

0
BB@

1
CCAþ 1

2
ð�mu � �mdÞ

1 0 0

0 �1 0

0 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA

þ 1

2
�ms

�1 0 0

0 �1 0

0 0 2

0
BB@

1
CCA: (12)

The mass matrix M has a singlet part (proportional to I)
and an octet part, proportional to �3, �8. We argue here that
the theoretically cleanest way to approach the physical

point is to keep the singlet part of M constant, and vary
only the nonsinglet parts.
An important advantage of our strategy is that it strongly

constrains the possible mass dependence of physical quan-
tities, and so simplifies the extrapolation towards the physi-
cal point. Consider a flavor singlet quantity, which we shall
denote by XS, at a symmetric point ðm0; m0; m0Þ. Examples
are the scale3 Xr ¼ r�1

0 , or the plaquette P (this will soon

be generalized to other singlet quantities). If we make
small changes in the quark masses, symmetry requires
that the derivatives at the symmetric point are equal

@XS

@mu

¼ @XS

@md

¼ @XS

@ms

: (13)

So if we keep mu þmd þms constant, then any arbitrary
small changes in the quark masses mean that �ms þ
�mu þ �md ¼ 0 so

�XS ¼ @XS

@mu

�mu þ @XS

@md

�md þ @XS

@ms

�ms ¼ 0: (14)

The effect of making the strange quark heavier exactly
cancels the effect of making the light quarks lighter, so we
know that XS must be stationary at the symmetrical point.
This makes extrapolations towards the physical point much
easier, especially since we find that in practice quadratic
terms in the quark mass expansion are very small. Any
permutation of the quarks, such as an interchange u $ s,
or a cyclic permutation u ! d ! s ! u does not change
the physics, it just renames the quarks. Any quantity
unchanged by all permutations will be flat at the symmetric
point, like Xr.
We can also construct permutation-symmetric combina-

tions of hadrons. For orientation in Fig. 2 we give the octet
multiplets for spin 0 (pseudoscalar) and spin 1 (vector)
mesons and in Fig. 3 the lowest octet and decuplet multip-
lets for the spin 1

2 and for the spin 3
2 baryons (all plotted in

the I3 � Y plane).
For example, for the decuplet, any permutation of the

quark labels will leave the ��0ðudsÞ unchanged, so the
��0 is shown by a single black (square) point in Fig. 4. On
the other hand, a permutation (such as u ! d ! s) can
change a �þþðuuuÞ into a ��ðdddÞ or (if repeated) into
an ��ðsssÞ, so these three particles form a set of baryons
which is closed under quark permutations, and are all given
the same color red (triangle) in Fig. 4. Finally the 6 baryons
containing two quarks of one flavor, and one quark of a
different flavor, form an invariant set, shown in blue
(diamond) in Fig. 4.
If we sum the masses in any of these sets, we get a

flavor symmetric quantity, which will obey the same argu-
ment we gave in Eq. (14) for the quark mass (in) depen-
dence of the scale r0. We therefore expect that the��0 mass

3There is no significance here to using r0 or r�1
0 ; however

defining Xr ¼ r�1
0 is more consistent with later definitions.
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must be flat at the symmetric point, and furthermore
that the combinations ðM�þþ þM�� þM��Þ and
ðM�þ þM�0 þM��þ þM��� þM��0 þM���Þ will also

be flat. Technically these symmetrical combinations are
in the A1 singlet representation of the permutation group
S3. This is the symmetry group of an equilateral triangle,
C3v. This group has 3 irreducible representations, [6],
two different singlets, A1 and A2 and a doublet E, with
elements Eþ and E�. Some details of this group and its
representations are given in Appendix A, while Table I
gives a summary of the transformations.

We list some of these invariant mass combinations in
Table II. The permutation group S3 yields a lot of useful
relations, but cannot capture the entire structure. For ex-
ample, there is no way to make a connection between the
�þþðuuuÞ and the �þðuudÞ by permuting quarks. To go
further, we need to classify physical quantities by SUð3Þ
(containing the permutation group S3 as a subgroup),
which we shall consider now.

C. Taylor expansion

We want to describe how physical quantities depend on
the quark masses. To do this we will Taylor expand about a
symmetric reference point

ðmu;md;msÞ ¼ ðm0; m0; m0Þ: (15)

Our results will be polynomials in the quark masses, we
will express them in terms of �m and �mq of Eq. (9). The

main idea is to classify all possible mass polynomials by
their transformation properties under the permutation
group S3 and under the full flavor group SUð3Þ, and clas-
sify hadronic observables in the same way. �m and �mq are

a natural basis to choose as �m is purely singlet and �mq is

nonsinglet. The alternative mq �m0 would be less useful

as it contains a mixture of singlet and nonsinglet quantities.
The Taylor expansion of a given observable can only

include the polynomials of the same symmetry as the
observable. The Taylor expansions of hadronic quantities
in the same SUð3Þ multiplet but in different S3 representa-
tions will have related expansion coefficients. [We will
show examples of the latter, e.g. in Eqs. (31)–(33).]
While we can always arrange polynomials to be in

definite permutation group states, when we get to polyno-
mials of Oð�m2

qÞ we find that a polynomial may be

a mixture of several SUð3Þ representations, but the
classification is still useful. In Table III we classify all
the polynomials which could occur in a Taylor expansion
about the symmetric point, Eq. (15), up to Oð�m3

qÞ.
Many of the polynomials in the table have factors of

ð �m�m0Þ. These polynomials drop out if we restrict our-
selves to the surface of constant �m ¼ m0, leaving only the

Σ

Y

I3

Ω

Ξ (uss)Ξ (dss)

Σ ∗−(dds) ∗0(uds) Σ∗+(uus)

−1 +1

−2

∗−

∆0(udd)0

−(sss)

∆+(uud) ∆++(uuu)

−1

∆−(ddd)

∗0

+

0−

0

Y

+1−1

Ξ

Σ Σ

p(uud)n(udd)

Ξ (uss)(dss)

(uds) (uus)

I3

Σ −(dds)

Λ(uds)

FIG. 3. The lowest octet and decuplet for the spin 1
2 and for the

spin 3
2 baryons.

TABLE I. A simplified table showing how the group opera-
tions of S3 act in the different representations: þ refers to
unchanged; � refers to states that are odd under the group
operation.

A1 E A2

Operation Eþ E�

Identity þ þ þ þ
u $ d þ þ � �
u $ s þ Mix �
d $ s þ Mix �
u ! d ! s ! u þ Mix þ
u ! s ! d ! u þ Mix þ

π

η
+

+

0

0

−

8

π 0

Y

+1−1

K(us)

K(su) K(sd)

K(ds)

(ud)

I3

(du)−π +
8

0

Y

+1−1

K(us)K(ds)

(ud)

I3

(du)−

∗0 ∗+

ρ ρ ρ

K(su)∗− K(sd)
∗0

φ

FIG. 2. The octets for spin 0 (pseudoscalar) and spin 1 (vector)
mesons (plotted in the I3 � Y plane). �8 and �8 are pure octet
states, ignoring any mixing with the singlet mesons.

FIG. 4 (color online). The behavior of the octet and decuplet
under the permutation group S3. The colors denote sets of
particles which are invariant under permutations of the quark
flavors (red or filled triangles, blue or open diamonds and black
or filled squares).
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polynomials marked with a tick (!) in Table III. At Oðmk
qÞ

there are kþ 1 independent polynomials needed to de-
scribe functions on the constant �m surface (the polynomials
with the ticks), but 12 ðkþ 1Þðkþ 2Þ polynomials needed if

the constraint �m ¼ constant is dropped (all polynomials,
with and without ticks). Thus the advantage of working in
the constant �m surface increases as we proceed to higher
order in mq.

Since we are keeping �m constant, we are only changing
the octet part of the mass matrix in Eq. (12). Therefore, to
first order in the mass change, only octet quantities can be

affected. SUð3Þ singlets have no linear dependence on the

quark mass, as we have already seen by the symmetry

argument Eq. (14), but we now see that all quantities

in SUð3Þ multiplets higher than the octet cannot have

linear terms. This provides a constraint on the hadron

masses within a multiplet and leads (as we shall see) to

the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass relations [7,8].

When we proceed to quadratic polynomials we can

construct polynomials which transform like mixtures of

the 1, 8 and 27 multiplets of SUð3Þ, see Table III. Further
representations, namely, the 10, 10 and 64, first occur when

TABLE II. Permutation invariant mass combinations, see Fig. 4. �s is a fictitious s�s particle;
�8 and �8 are pure octet mesons. The colors in the third column correspond to Fig. 4.

Pseudoscalar X2
� ¼ 1

6 ðM2
Kþ þM2

K0 þM2
�þ þM2

�� þM2
�K0 þM2

K�Þ Blue

Mesons X2
�8

¼ 1
2 ðM2

�0 þM2
�8
Þ Black

Vector X� ¼ 1
6 ðMK�þ þMK�0 þM�þ þM�� þM �K�0 þMK�� Þ Blue

Mesons X�8
¼ 1

2 ðM�0 þM�8
Þ Black

X�s
¼ 1

3 ð2M�0 þM�s
Þ

Octet XN ¼ 1
6 ðMp þMn þM�þ þM�� þM�0 þM��Þ Blue

Baryons X� ¼ 1
2 ðM� þM�0 Þ Black

Decuplet X� ¼ 1
3 ðM�þþ þM�� þM��Þ Red

Baryons X�� ¼ 1
6 ðM�þ þM�0 þM��þ þM��� þM��0 þM��� Þ Blue

X�� ¼ M��0 Black

TABLE III. All the quark-mass polynomials up to Oðm3
qÞ, classified by symmetry properties.

A tick (!) marks the polynomials relevant on a constant �m surface. These polynomials are plotted
in Fig. 6. If we want to make an expansion valid when �m varies, then all the polynomials in the
table (with and without ticks) are needed.

Polynomial S3 SUð3Þ
1 ! A1 1

ð �m�m0Þ A1 1

�ms ! Eþ 8

ð�mu � �mdÞ ! E� 8

ð �m�m0Þ2 A1 1

ð �m�m0Þ�ms Eþ 8

ð �m�m0Þð�mu � �mdÞ E� 8

�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
s ! A1 1 27

3�m2
s � ð�mu � �mdÞ2 ! Eþ 8 27

�msð�md � �muÞ ! E� 8 27

ð �m�m0Þ3 A1 1

ð �m�m0Þ2�ms Eþ 8

ð �m�m0Þ2ð�mu � �mdÞ E� 8

ð �m�m0Þð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
s Þ A1 1 27

ð �m�m0Þ½3�m2
s � ð�mu � �mdÞ2� Eþ 8 27

ð �m�m0Þ�msð�md � �muÞ E� 8 27

�mu�md�ms ! A1 1 27 64

�msð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
sÞ ! Eþ 8 27 64

ð�mu � �mdÞð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
s Þ ! E� 8 27 64

ð�ms � �muÞð�ms � �mdÞð�mu � �mdÞ ! A2 10 10 64
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we look at cubic polynomials in the quark masses, see
again Table III.

In a little more detail, constructing polynomials with a
definite S3 classification is fairly straightforward, we have
to see what happens to each polynomial under simple
interchanges (e.g. u $ d) and cyclic permutations (e.g.
u ! s, s ! d, d ! u). The S3 column of Table III is
easy to check by hand. The SUð3Þ assignment of polyno-
mials is less straightforward. Only the simplest polyno-
mials belong purely to a single SUð3Þ multiplet; most
polynomials contain mixtures of several multiplets. The
nonsinglet mass is an octet of SUð3Þ, so quadratic poly-
nomials in �mq can contain representations which occur in

8 � 8, cubic polynomials representations which occur in
8 � 8 � 8. We can find out which representations are
present in a given polynomial by using the Casimir opera-
tors of SUð3Þ [9,10]. That operator was programmed
in MATHEMATICA, and used to analyze our polynomial
basis. Some more details are presented in Appendix B
(in Sec. B 2). The results of the calculation are recorded
in the SUð3Þ section of Table III.

The allowed quark mass region on the �m ¼ constant
surface is an equilateral triangle, as shown in Fig. 5.
Plotting the polynomials of Table III across this triangular
region then gives the plots in Fig. 6, where the color coding
indicates whether the polynomial is positive (red) or nega-
tive (blue).

As a first example of the use of these tables, consider the
Taylor expansion for the scale r0=a up to cubic order in the
quark masses. As discussed previously, this is a gluonic
quantity, blind to flavor, so it has symmetry A1 under the S3
permutation group. Therefore its Taylor expansion only
contains polynomials of symmetry A1. If we keep �m, the
average quark mass, fixed, the expansion of r0=amust take
the form

r0
a
¼ �þ �ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ þ 	�mu�md�ms; (16)

with just 3 coefficients. Interestingly, we could find all
3 coefficients from 2þ 1 data, so we would be able to
predict 1þ 1þ 1 flavor results from fits to 2þ 1 data.
This is common. If we allow �m to vary too, we would need
7 coefficients to give a cubic fit for r0 (all the A1 poly-
nomials in Table III both ticked and unticked). This point is
further discussed in Sec. IVD. If we did not have any
information on the flavor symmetry of r0 we would need
all the polynomials in Table III, which would require
20 coefficients.

D. OðaÞ improvement of quark masses

Before classifying the hadron mass matrix, we pause and
consider the OðaÞ improvement of quark masses. (If we
are considering chiral fermions, we have ‘automatic OðaÞ
improvement’, see e.g. [11] for a discussion.) In writing
down expressions for bare and improved quark masses, it is
natural to expand about the chiral point, all three quarks
massless, which means setting m0 ¼ 0 in the expressions
in Table III. Later, when we consider lattice results, we
want to expand around a point where we can run simula-
tions, so we will normally have a nonzero m0.
Improving the quark masses requires us to add improve-

ment terms of the type am2
q to the bare mass. We can add

SUð3Þ-singlet improvement terms to the singlet quark
mass, SUð3Þ-octet improvement terms to the nonsinglet
quark mass. We are led to the following expressions for
the improved and renormalized quark masses

FIG. 5 (color online). The allowed quark mass region on the
�m ¼ constant surface is an equilateral triangle. The black point
at the center is the symmetric point, the red star is the physical
point. 2þ 1 simulations lie on the vertical symmetry axis. The
physical point is slightly off the 2þ 1 axis because md >mu.

FIG. 6 (color online). Contour plots of the polynomials rele-
vant for the constant �m Taylor expansion, see Table III. A red
(dish) color denotes a positive number while a blue(ish) color
indicates a negative number. If mu ¼ md (the 2þ 1 case), only
the polynomials in the A1 and Eþ columns contribute. Each
triangle in this figure uses the coordinate system explained in
Fig. 5.
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�mR ¼ ZS
m½ �mþ afb1 �m2 þ b2ð�m2

s þ �m2
u þ �m2

dÞg�
�mR

s ¼ ZNS
m ½�ms þ afb3 �m�ms

þ b4ð3�m2
s � ð�mu � �mdÞ2Þg�; (17)

together with ZS
m ¼ ZNS

m rm, Eqs. (5) and (6). We have
improved �mR by adding the two possible singlet terms
from the quadratic section of Table III, and improved
�mR

s by adding the two possible Eþ octet polynomials.
Note that if we keep �m constant, we only need to consider
the improvement terms b2 and b4. The b1 and b3 terms
could be absorbed into the Z factors. Simplifications of this
sort are very common if �m is kept fixed.

We get expressions for the u and d quark mass improve-
ment by flavor-permuting Eq. (17)

�mR
u ¼ ZNS

m ½�mu þ afb3 �m�mu

þ b4ð3�m2
u � ð�ms � �mdÞ2Þg�

�mR
d ¼ ZNS

m ½�md þ afb3 �m�md

þ b4ð3�m2
d � ð�ms � �muÞ2Þg�

�mR
u � �mR

d ¼ ZNS
m ½�mu � �md þ afb3 �mð�mu � �mdÞ

þ 6b4�msð�md � �muÞg�: (18)

The improvement terms for �mu � �md are proportional
to the two E�, SUð3Þ-octet, quadratic polynomials. (We
have to use the identity, Eq. (11), to bring the result to
the desired form—which will often be the case in what
follows.)

Table III is based purely on flavor arguments, we would
hope that all the results are true whether we use bare or
renormalized quantities, and also independently of whether
we work with a naive bare mass, or a bare mass with OðaÞ
improvement terms. Let us check if this is true. The first
thing we need to know is whether the zero-sum identity
Eq. (11) survives renormalization and improvement. Using
the previous equations we find

�mR
u þ �mR

d þ �mR
s

¼ ZNS
m ½ð�mu þ �md þ �msÞ

þ afb3 �mð�mu þ �md þ �msÞ
þ b4ð�mu þ �md þ �msÞ2g� ¼ 0; (19)

showing that Eq. (11) is not violated by improvement or
renormalization.

The next point we want to check is if the symmetry of a
polynomial depends on whether we expand in terms of
improved or unimproved masses. As an example, let us
look at the quadratic polynomial

�mR
s ð�mR

d � �mR
u Þ; (20)

which has permutation symmetry E�, and SUð3Þ content
octet and 27-plet. Expanding to first order in the lattice
spacing a we find

�mR
s ð�mR

d ��mR
u Þ

¼ ðZNS
m Þ2½�msð�md��muÞþaf2b3 �m�msð�md��muÞ

þ2b4ð�mu��mdÞð�m2
uþ�m2

dþ�m2
sÞg�: (21)

The mass improvement terms have generated two extra
cubic polynomials, but they are both polynomials with the
same symmetry as the initial polynomial. The same holds
for the other quadratic terms. This shows that Table III
applies both to improved and unimproved masses.
Thus our conclusion is that the flavor expansion results

are true whether we use bare or renormalized quantities,
and also independently of whether we work with a naive
bare mass, or a bare mass with OðaÞ improvement terms.
Finally we compare these results with those obtained in

[12], to see whether we can match the 4 improvement
terms found in Eq. (17) to the 4 terms introduced there,
namely

mR
q ¼ ZNS

m ½mq þ ðrm � 1Þ �mþ afbmm2
q þ 3 �bmmq �m

þ ðrmdm � bmÞm2 þ 3ðrm �dm � �bmÞ �m2g�; (22)

wherem2 ¼ 1
3 ðm2

u þm2
d þm2

sÞ. At first this looks different
from Eq. (17), but this is just due to a different choice of
basis polynomials. The quadratic polynomials in Eq. (22)
are simple linear combinations of those in Eq. (17).
From Eq. (17) we have

mR
s ¼ �mR

s þ �mR

¼ ZNS
m ½ms þ ðrm � 1Þ �m

þ afb3 �m�ms þ b4ð3�m2
s � ð�mu � �mdÞ2Þ

þ rmb1 �m
2 þ rmb2ð�m2

s þ �m2
u þ �m2

dÞg�; (23)

so we now equate the terms to those in Eq. (22). We must
first rewrite

3�m2
s �ð�mu��mdÞ2 ¼ 6½m2

s �2 �mms�m2þ2 �m2�;
(24)

so

mR
s ¼ ZNS

m ½ms þ ðrm � 1Þ �mþ afb3 �mðms � �mÞ
þ 6b4ðm2

s � 2 �mms �m2 þ 2 �m2Þ
þ rmb1 �m

2 þ 3rmb2ðm2 � �m2Þg�; (25)

which gives the results

bm ¼ 6b4
�bm ¼ 1

3 b3 � 4b4

dm ¼ 3b2
�dm ¼ 1

3 b1 � b2

; or

b1 ¼ 3 �dm þ dm

b2 ¼ 1
3dm

b3 ¼ 3 �bm þ 2bm

b4 ¼ 1
6bm

: (26)
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E. SUð3Þ and S3 classification of hadron
mass matrices

In Eq. (12) we split the quark mass matrix into a singlet
part and two octet parts. We want to make a similar
decomposition of the hadron mass matrices. We start
with the decuplet mass matrix because it is simpler than
the octet mass matrix.

1. The decuplet mass matrix

The decuplet mass matrix is a 10� 10 diagonal matrix.
From SUð3Þ group algebra we know

10 � 10 ¼ 1 	 8 	 27 	 64: (27)

The singlet matrix is the identity matrix, the octet repre-
sentation contains 2 diagonal matrices (�3 and �8), the
27-plet has 3 diagonal matrices, and the 64-plet includes
4 diagonal matrices, see Fig. 7. This gives us a basis of
10 diagonal matrices, into which we can decompose the
decuplet mass matrix.
We can use the Casimir operator to project out the

diagonal matrices in a particular SUð3Þ representation
(see Appendix B 3 for a fuller discussion). As an example
of a matrix with pure octet symmetry, we can take the
operator 2I3. (We have multiplied I3 by 2 simply to avoid
having fractions in the matrix.) Since we know the isospins
of all the decuplet baryons, we can write down

���0�þ�þþ�����0��þ�����0��

�3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 �1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 �2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�3 �1 1 3

�2 0 2

�1 1

0

(28)

where we have used a more compact notation to record
the diagonal elements on the right-hand side. The entry in
the �� column of the matrix is �3, so on the right-hand
side we put a �3 in the position of the �� in the usual

decuplet diagram, and so on. By considering the reflection
and rotation symmetries of the right-hand side of Eq. (28)
we can see that this matrix corresponds to the basis element
E� of the doublet representation of S3.
In Fig. 8 we show all 10 diagonal matrices, in this

compact notation. These matrices are orthogonal, in the
sense

Tr ½
a
b� ¼ 0 if a � b; (29)

(where 
a is any of the matrices of Fig. 8) so they can be
used to project out mass combinations which have simple
quark mass dependencies, see Fig. 8, and Table IV.
Let us now give some examples of mass formulae. First

we look at the singlet of the decuplet mass matrix. Because
we are keeping �m ¼ constant only the terms with ticks in
Table III contribute. This gives from Table IV,

M��þM�0þM�þþM�þþþM��� þM��0þM��þ

þM��� þM��0þM��

¼10M0þB1ð�m2
uþ�m2

dþ�m2
sÞþC1�mu�md�ms: (30)

This equation being a singlet has the same form as for
r0=a, Eq. (16).

FIG. 7. An illustration of the octet, 27-plet and 64-plet repre-
sentations of SUð3Þ. The number of spots in the central location
gives the number of flavor-conserving operators in each multi-
plet. In the octet, the 2 operators form an E doublet of the
permutation group. In the 27-plet the 3 operators are an A1

singlet and an E doublet. In the 64-plet the center operators are
an A1 singlet, an E doublet and an A2 singlet.
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As a further example for the 27-plet component of the
decuplet mass matrix, we see from Table IV that there are
three mass combinations which transform as 27-plets,
giving three related mass relations

3M�� �M�0 �M�þ þ 3M�þþ �M��� � 3M��0 �M��þ

�M��� �M��0 þ 3M��

¼ b27½�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
s� þ 9c27�mu�md�ms (31)

� 3M�� þ 7M�0 þ 7M�þ � 3M�þþ � 5M��� � 5M��þ

� 2M��� � 2M��0 þ 6M��

¼ b27½3�m2
s � ð�mu � �mdÞ2�

þ 3c27�msð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
sÞ (32)

� 3M�� �M�0 þM�þ þ 3M�þþ þ 3M��� � 3M��þ

þ 4M��� � 4M��0

¼ 2b27ð�md � �muÞ�ms

þ c27ð�mu � �mdÞð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
sÞ: (33)

The coefficients in Eqs. (31)–(33) are connected, they
all involve just one quadratic parameter, b27, and one cubic
parameter, c27. We now want to explain the different
numerical coefficients in front of these parameters. These
can be checked by considering some simple symmetry
limits. First consider the isospin limit, equal masses
for the u and d quarks, �mu ! �ml, �md ! �ml,
�ms ! �2�ml [from Eq. (11)]. In this limit, Eq. (33)
reduces to 0 ¼ 0, while Eqs. (31) and (32) both become

4M� � 5M�� � 2M�� þ 3M� ¼ 6b27�m
2
l � 18c27�m

3
l :

(34)

To include Eq. (33) in our checks, we can take the U-spin
limit, ms ! md, i.e. �ms ! �md, �mu ! �2�md. In this
limit all decuplet baryons with the same electric charge
would have equal mass, because they would be in the
same U-spin multiplet, so M�� ! M�� , M��� ! M�� ,
M��� ! M�� and similarly for the other charges. Now,
all three equations become identical,

4M�� � 5M�0 � 2M�þ þ 3M�þþ

¼ 6b27�m
2
d � 18c27�m

3
d; (35)

which again confirms that the numerical coefficients in
Eqs. (31)–(33) are correct.
Finally note that we can find all the coefficients in these

equations from a 2þ 1 simulation, and use them to (fully)
predict the results of a 1þ 1þ 1 simulation.

2. The octet mass matrix

We can analyze the possible terms in the octet mass
matrix in the same way as we did for the decuplet. We first
consider the baryon octet. Using the same technique as for
the decuplet mass matrix we find the results given in

FIG. 8. The matrices for projecting out decuplet mass contri-
butions of known symmetry—see Eq. (28) for an explanation of
the notation.

TABLE IV. Decuplet mass matrix contributions, classified by permutation and SUð3Þ sym-
metry, see Fig. 8.

�� �0 �þ �þþ ��� ��0 ��þ ��� ��0 �� S3 SUð3Þ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A1 1

�1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0 1 1 2 Eþ 8

�3 �1 1 3 �2 0 2 �1 1 0 E� 8

3 �1 �1 3 �1 �3 �1 �1 �1 3 A1 27

�3 7 7 �3 �5 0 �5 �2 �2 6 Eþ 27

�3 �1 1 3 3 0 �3 4 �4 0 E� 27

2 �3 �3 2 �3 12 �3 �3 �3 2 A1 64

�1 0 0 �1 3 0 3 �3 �3 2 Eþ 64

�1 2 �2 1 1 0 �1 �1 1 0 E� 64

0 �1 1 0 1 0 �1 �1 1 0 A2 64
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Table V. However there is a complication in the octet
case which we do not have in the decuplet, caused by the
fact that we have two particles (the � and �0) with the
same Y and I3 quantum numbers. If mu � md these states
mix. There are interesting connections between the
elements of the �=�0 mixing matrix and the splittings of
the other baryons, but since in this article we are concerned
with 2þ 1 simulations, where this mixing does not arise,
we do not discuss this further here. We can however pick
out several useful mass relations which are unaffected by
�=�0 mixing

Mn þMp þM� þM�� þM�0 þM�þ þM�� þM�0

¼ 8M0 þ b1ð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
sÞ þ c1�mu�md�ms:

Mn þMp � 3M� þM�� � 3M�0 þM�þ þM�� þM�0

¼ b27ð�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
sÞ: (36)

At order �m3
q we meet some quantities in the baryon octet

masses (the 10 and 10 combinations) which can not be
deduced from 2þ 1 flavor measurements – though valence
1þ 1þ 1 on a 2þ 1 background would be a possible
method of estimating these quantities.

One early prediction concerning hyperon masses was
the Coleman-Glashow relation [13]

Mn �Mp �M�� þM�þ þM�� �M�0 � 0: (37)

Deviations from this relation are barely detectable, using
a recent precision measurement of the �0 mass [14] gives
the value [15], Mn�Mp�M�� þM�þ þM�� �M�0 ¼
�0:29
0:26MeV. The original Coleman-Glashow argu-
ment showed why the leading electromagnetic contribution
to this quantity vanishes (in modern terms, the leading
electromagnetic mass contributions are unchanged by
the operation d $ s because the s and d quarks have the
same charge, but the quantity in Eq. (37) is odd under this
operation). To understand the smallness of the Coleman-
Glashow quantity we also need to explain why the contri-
bution from flavor SUð3Þ breaking due to quark mass
differences is small. The mass combination appears in
Table V as one of the A2 quantities. We can understand
the success of the Coleman-Glashow relation by noting
that the only polynomial in Table III with A2 symmetry is
Oð�m3

qÞ, so that the predicted violation of the Coleman-

Glashow relation is

Mn �Mp �M�� þM�þ þM�� �M�0

¼ c10ð�ms � �muÞð�ms � �mdÞð�mu � �mdÞ: (38)

The polynomial is zero if any pair of quarks have the same
mass, so we would need to measure the masses of baryons
in a 1þ 1þ 1 setting to determine c10 and predict the
violation of the Coleman-Glashow relation.

TABLE V. Mass matrix contributions for octet baryons, classified by permutation and SUð3Þ
symmetry. Note that the first two octet quantities (the 8a) are proportional to the hypercharge Y
and to isospin I3, respectively.

n p �� �0 � �þ �� �0 S3 SUð3Þ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A1 1

�1 �1 0 0 0 0 1 1 Eþ 8a
�1 1 �2 0 0 2 �1 1 E� 8a
1 1 �2 �2 2 �2 1 1 Eþ 8b

�1 1 0 Mix 0 1 �1 E� 8b
1 1 1 �3 �3 1 1 1 A1 27

1 1 �2 3 �3 �2 1 1 Eþ 27

�1 1 0 Mix 0 1 �1 E� 27

1 �1 �1 0 0 1 1 �1 A2 10, 10
0 0 0 Mix 0 0 0 A2 10, 10

TABLE VI. Mass matrix contributions for octet mesons, classified by permutation and SUð3Þ
symmetry.

K0 Kþ �� �0 �8 �þ K� �K0

K�0 K�þ �� �0 �8 �þ K�� �K�0 S3 SUð3Þ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A1 1

1 1 �2 �2 2 �2 1 1 Eþ 8b
�1 1 0 Mix 0 1 �1 E� 8b
1 1 1 �3 �3 1 1 1 A1 27

1 1 �2 3 �3 �2 1 1 Eþ 27

�1 1 0 Mix 0 1 �1 E� 27
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Turning now to the mesons, both the pseudoscalar and
vector meson octet have a similar mass matrix, so they do
not have to be considered separately. In Table VI we give
the mass matrix contributions for the octet mesons, classi-
fied by permutation and SUð3Þ symmetry.

Some contributions allowed for baryons, Table V, are
absent for mesons because they would violate charge con-
jugation, giving (for example) different masses to the Kþ
and K�. In particular, there are two octets, 8a and 8b, in the
baryon table, Table V, but only the 8b octet is permitted in
Table VI. When wewrite down the mass formulae, this will
mean that the baryon mass formula will have two indepen-
dent terms linear in the quark mass, but the meson mass
formula will only have a single linear term.

III. THEORY FOR 2þ 1 FLAVORS

If we take anymass relation from the previous 1þ 1þ 1
section, and put mu ¼ md ¼ ml we will get a valid mass
relation for the 2þ 1 case. In the 2þ 1 case only one
variable is needed to parametrize the symmetry breaking,
since from Eq. (11),

�ms ¼ �2�ml; (39)

where

�ml ¼ ml � �m: (40)

In the 2þ 1 case we can simplify the mass matrix
Tables IV, V, and VI. The E� and A2 matrices are not
needed, their coefficients are always proportional to
mu �md, which we are now setting to zero. In the higher
representations (27-plet and 64-plet) only one linear com-
bination of the A1 and Eþ matrices appears in the 2þ 1
case (it is the linear combination which does not split
particles within an isospin multiplet). Therefore, in this
section we just need the simplified matrix Tables VII, VIII,
and IX.

In the 2þ 1 limit the decuplet baryons have 4 different
masses (for the �, ��, ��, and �). Similarly, for the octet
baryons there are also 4 distinct masses, ðN;�;�;�Þ; and
for octet mesons, 3 masses. In the meson octet the K and �K
must have the same mass, but there is no reason why the N
and � (which occupy the corresponding places in the
baryon octet, see Figs. 2 and 3), should have equal masses
once flavor SUð3Þ is broken.
Again we have the singlet quantities XS which are sta-

tionary at the symmetry point as given in Table II, but
which now simplify to give Table X. In the notation we
have now assumed isospin invariance, so that for example
M� � M�þþ ¼ M�þ ¼ M�0 ¼ M�� . (The corresponding
mass values we use in this article are given in Sec. IX.)
Furthermore this can obviously be generalized.

Let us first define the quark mass combinations m� ¼
ðmlþ2msÞ=3 and mK ¼ðmlþmsÞ=2. Then mlþm� ¼ 2 �m

andml þ 2mK ¼ 3 �m are constants on our trajectory and so
�ml þ �m� ¼ 0 and also �ml þ 2�mK ¼ 0. For example,

this means that any functions of the form

2fðmKÞþfðmlÞ or gðmsÞþ2gðmlÞ or hðm�ÞþhðmlÞ;
(41)

will also have zero derivative at the symmetric point. These
equations generalize the meson sector of Table X.
In Table XI we present the 2þ 1 baryon decuplet

results corresponding to Table IV or Eqs. (30)–(33) and
the baryon octet from Table V or Eq. (36). Similarly the
mesons are given in Table XII. Particular combinations
chosen to remove the unknownM�8

,M�8
masses are given

in Table XIII.
We can see how well this works in practice by looking,

for example, at the physical masses of the decuplet bary-
ons. If we consider the physical values of the four decuplet
mass combinations in Table XI and using mass values
given later in Table XVII, we get

TABLE VII. Decuplet mass matrix contributions for the 2þ 1 case, classified by SUð3Þ
symmetry. Compare with Table IV.

�� �0 �þ �þþ ��� ��0 ��þ ��� ��0 �� SUð3Þ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

�1 �1 �1 �1 0 0 0 1 1 2 8

3 3 3 3 �5 �5 �5 �3 �3 9 27

�1 �1 �1 �1 4 4 4 �6 �6 4 64

TABLE VIII. Mass matrix contributions for octet baryons for the 2þ 1 case, classified by
SUð3Þ symmetry. Compare with Table V.

n p �� �0 � �þ �� �0 SUð3Þ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

�1 �1 0 0 0 0 1 1 8a
1 1 �2 �2 2 �2 1 1 8b
3 3 �1 �1 �9 �1 3 3 27
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4M� þ 3M�� þ 2M�� þM� ¼ 13:82 GeV singlet / ð�mlÞ0
�2M� þM�� þM� ¼ 0:742 GeV octet / �ml

4M� � 5M�� � 2M�� þ 3M� ¼ �0:044 GeV 27-plet / �m2
l

�M� þ 3M�� � 3M�� þM� ¼ �0:006 GeV 64-plet / �m3
l ;

(42)

with a strong hierarchy in values, corresponding to the
leading term in the Taylor expansion. Each additional
factor of �ml reduces the value by about an order of
magnitude, the 64-plet combination is more than 2000
times smaller than the singlet combination. This suggests
that the Taylor expansion converges well all the way from
the symmetric point to the physical point. (Though of
course it is possible that the singlet and octet curvature
terms are larger than those in the 27 and 64.) Unfortunately
it may be very difficult to see a signal in the 64-plet
channel.

We can now ‘‘invert’’ the results in Tables XI and XII to
give the expansion for each hadron mass4 from the sym-
metry point �m ¼ m0. This inversion is made easier by
orthogonality relations between the different SUð3Þ repre-
sentations. We can simply read off the answers from the
Tables VII, VIII, and IX. This leads to the constrained fit
formulae

M2
�¼M2

0þ2��mlþð�0þ2�1Þ�m2
l

M2
K¼M2

0���mlþð�0þ5�1þ9�2Þ�m2
l

M2
�8
¼M2

0�2��mlþð�0þ6�1þ12�2þ�3Þ�m2
l ;

(43)

M�¼M0þ2��mlþð�0þ2�1Þ�m2
l

MK� ¼M0���mlþð�0þ5�1þ9�2Þ�m2
l

M�8
¼M0�2��mlþð�0þ6�1þ12�2þ�3Þ�m2

l ;

(44)

MN ¼M0þ3A1�mlþðB0þ3B1Þ�m2
l

M�¼M0þ3A2�mlþðB0þ6B1�3B2þ9B4Þ�m2
l

M�¼M0�3A2�mlþðB0þ6B1þ3B2þ9B3Þ�m2
l

M�¼M0�3ðA1�A2Þ�mlþðB0þ9B1�3B2þ9B3Þ�m2
l ;

(45)

TABLE IX. Mass matrix contributions for octet mesons for the
2þ 1 case, classified by SUð3Þ symmetry. Compare with
Table VI.

K0 Kþ �� �0 �8 �þ K� �K0

K�0 K�þ �� �0 �8 �þ K�� �K�0 SUð3Þ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 �2 �2 2 �2 1 1 8b
3 3 �1 �1 �9 �1 3 3 27

TABLE X. Permutation invariant mass combinations, see
Fig. 4. �s is a fictitious s�s particle; �8 a pure octet meson.

Pseudoscalar X2
� ¼ 1

3 ð2M2
K þM2

�Þ
Mesons X2

�8
¼ 1

2 ðM2
� þM2

�8
Þ

Vector X� ¼ 1
3 ð2MK� þM�Þ

Mesons X�8
¼ 1

2 ðM� þM�8
Þ

X�s
¼ 1

3 ð2M� þM�s
Þ

Octet XN ¼ 1
3 ðMN þM� þM�Þ

Baryons X� ¼ 1
2 ðM� þM�Þ

Decuplet X� ¼ 1
3 ð2M� þM�Þ

Baryons X�� ¼ 1
3 ðM� þM�� þM�� Þ
X�� ¼ M��

TABLE XI. Baryon mass combinations classified by SUð3Þ
representation, in the 2þ 1 case.

SUð3Þ Mass combination Expansion

1 2MN þ 3M� þM� þ 2M� 1, �m2
l , �m3

l

8 M� �MN �ml, �m2
l , �m3

l

8 �MN þ 3M� �M� �M� �ml, �m2
l , �m3

l

27 2MN �M� � 3M� þ 2M� �m2
l , �m3

l

1 4M� þ 3M�� þ 2M�� þM� 1, �m2
l , �m3

l

8 �2M� þM�� þM� �ml, �m2
l , �m3

l

27 4M� � 5M�� � 2M�� þ 3M� �m2
l , �m3

l

64 �M� þ 3M�� � 3M�� þM� �m3
l

TABLE XII. Meson mass combinations classified by SUð3Þ
representation, in the 2þ 1 case. Octet-singlet mixing is not
taken into account.

SUð3Þ Mass combination Expansion

1 3M2
� þ 4M2

K þM2
�8

1, �m2
l , �m3

l

8 �3M2
� þ 2M2

K þM2
�8

�ml, �m2
l , �ml3

27 �M2
� þ 4M2

K � 3M2
�8

�m2
l , �m3

l

1 3M� þ 4MK� þM�8
1, �m2

l , �m3
l

8 �3M� þ 2MK� þM�8
�ml, �m2

l , �m3
l

27 �M� þ 4MK� � 3M�8
�m2

l , �m3
l

4Alternatively, of course, the methods of Appendix B 4 can be
directly applied.
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M� ¼ M0 þ 3A�ml þ ðB0 þ 3B1Þ�m2
l

M�� ¼ M0 þ 0þ ðB0 þ 6B1 þ 9B2Þ�m2
l

M�� ¼ M0 � 3A�ml þ ðB0 þ 9B1 þ 9B2Þ�m2
l

M� ¼ M0 � 6A�ml þ ðB0 þ 12B1Þ�m2
l :

(46)

(The values of the constants are obviously different for
each octet or decuplet.) We see that the linear terms are
highly constrained. The decuplet baryons have only one
slope parameter, A, while the octet baryons have two slope
parameters, A1, A2. Mesons have fewer slope parameters
than octet baryons because of constraints due to charge
conjugation, leaving again just one slope parameter.

The quadratic terms are much less constrained; indeed
only for the baryon decuplet is there any constraint. The
coefficients of the �m2

l terms appear complicated; there

seem to be too many for the meson and baryon octets,
Eqs. (43)–(45). In the next section, we generalize these
formulae to the case of different valence quark masses
to sea quark masses or ‘‘partial quenching’’ when this
choice of coefficients becomes relevant. Note that not all
the coefficients can thus be determined: for �8 and �8 the
�3 coefficient cannot be found from partially quenched
results.

An s�s meson state has charge 0, isospin 0, the same
quantum numbers as a (u �uþ d �d) meson. In the real world
we should therefore expect that I ¼ 0 (isoscalar) mesons
will always be mixtures of s�s and l�l, to a greater or lesser
extent. The mixing has been investigated in detail in [16].

On the lattice we can remove the mixing by just drop-
ping disconnected contributions, and only keeping the
connected part of the meson propagator. (In fact this cal-
culation is easier and cheaper than the full calculation.)
Theoretically the resulting pure s�s meson is best treated in
the context of partial quenching. We can get its mass
formula simply by making the substitution for the valence
quark mass ��s ! �2��l in the mass formula for the
partially quenched I ¼ 1 mesons as described in Sec. IV,
Eq. (57) to give

M2
�s

¼ M2
0 � 4��ml þ ð�0 þ 8�1Þ�m2

l

M�s
¼ M0 � 4��ml þ ð�0 þ 8�1Þ�m2

l :
(47)

(These are, as previously mentioned, the masses that can be
(easily) found from lattice simulations rather thanM�8

and

M�8
.) The pseudoscalar s�s state, the �s or ‘‘strange pion’’,

does not correspond to any real-world state, but the vector
s�s meson, the �s, is very close to the real-world �.
Phenomenologically, the observed fact that the � almost
always decays to K �K (84%) rather than �� [17] is best
explained by saying that the � is almost purely s�s.
As Eqs. (43)–(46) have been derived using only group

theoretic arguments, they will be valid for results derived
on any lattice volume (though the coefficients are still
functions of the volume).
Finally there is the practical question of whether fits

should be against the (light) quark mass or alternatively
against the pseudoscalar pionmass. InAppendixCwe argue
that ‘‘internally’’ at least the fits should be made against the
quarkmass. Of course this is only a useful observationwhen
quadratic or higher terms are involved. To leading order
Eqs. (44)–(46) can be written as

�M � M�M0 ¼ cM�ml; (48)

[together with �M2 � M2 �M2
0 ¼ cM�ml in the case of

pseudoscalar mesons, Eq. (43)]. The coefficients cM can be
found from these equations. Thus an expansion in �ml is
equivalent to an expansion in �M or �M2.

IV. PARTIAL QUENCHING

In partial quenching (PQ) measurements are made with
the mass of the valence quarks different from the sea
quarks. In this case the sea quark masses ml, ms remain
constrained by �m ¼ constant, but the valence quark masses
�l, �s are unconstrained. We define

��q ¼ �q � �m; q ¼ l; s: (49)

When � ! m (i.e. return to the ‘‘unitary line’’) then the
following results collapse to the previous results of
Eqs. (43)–(46). Here we sketch some results, see [18] for
more details.
In Table III we have often used the identity

�mu þ �md þ �ms ¼ 0 to simplify the symmetric poly-
nomials. Since we are not going to keep �u þ�d þ�s

constant, we write out our basis polynomials in full, with-
out the constraint

P
��q ¼ 0, in Table XIV. We can check

that the polynomials in Table XIV reduce to multiples
of those in Table III when the identity

P
��q ¼ 0 is

applied. For example, 2��s � ��u � ��d ¼ 3��s �
ð��u þ ��d þ ��sÞ, so when the zero-sum identity is
applied, and �q!mq the polynomial 2��s���u���d

in Table XIV reduces to the corresponding polynomial
�ms in Table III.

A. PQ decuplet baryons

In the partially quenched case we know that the hadron
mass formulae should have an SUð3Þ symmetry for

TABLE XIII. Meson mass combinations free from mixing
problems, classified by SUð3Þ representation. These combina-
tions have been chosen to eliminate the �8 and �8 states, so they
now contain mixtures of different SUð3Þ representations.
SUð3Þ Mass combination Expansion

1, 27 2M2
K þM2

� 1, �m2
l , �m3

l

8, 27 M2
K �M2

� �ml, �m2
l , �m3

l

1, 27 2MK� þM� 1, �m2
l , �m3

l

8, 27 MK� �M� �ml, �m2
l , �m3

l
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interchanging the sea quarks, and another SUð3Þ symmetry
for operations on the valence quarks. The sea quark sym-
metry will always be singlet, the valence quark terms for a
hadron in the octet can be in any representation which
occurs in �8 � 8 and the decuplet can be in any representa-

tion which occurs in 10 � 10.
Let us see what sort of mass relations symmetry allows

us, taking the decuplet baryons as our example. Starting
with linear terms in the quark masses, we can form two
polynomials of the valence masses, a singlet combination
(2��l þ ��s) and an octet combination with Eþ symme-
try, (��s � ��l). These are the polynomials on line 2 and
line 3 of Table XIV. (A first-order term in the sea quark
masses is ruled out because we are keeping 2ml þms

constant.) We can read off the coefficients each polynomial
must have by looking for the A1 singlet and Eþ octet
entries in Fig. 8, or in Tables IV or VII. Thus a singlet
polynomial must have the same flavor coefficients for
every baryon and the octet polynomial must have a coef-
ficient proportional to the hypercharge.

So, at first sight we would expect

M� ¼ M0 þ �1ð2��l þ ��sÞ � �2ð��s � ��lÞ
M�� ¼ M0 þ �1ð2��l þ ��sÞ
M�� ¼ M0 þ �1ð2��l þ ��sÞ þ �2ð��s � ��lÞ
M� ¼ M0 þ �1ð2��l þ ��sÞ þ 2�2ð��s � ��lÞ;

(50)

with no connection between�1 and�2. However, it is clear
that the � mass cannot know anything about the strange
valence mass, and the � mass must similarly be indepen-
dent of ��l. These constraints are both satisfied if

�1 ¼ �2 � A; (51)

giving us a leading-order formula

M� ¼ M0 þ 3A��l

M�� ¼ M0 þ Að2��l þ ��sÞ
M�� ¼ M0 þ Að��l þ 2��sÞ
M� ¼ M0 þ 3A��s:

(52)

We can continue this procedure to the quadratic level.
Again, the number of terms is reduced by keeping the
sum of the sea quark masses fixed; and we again find the
number of coefficients reduced by the constraint that
the � mass is independent of ��s, and the � mass inde-
pendent of ��l. The most general quadratic formula,
consistent with the above constraint, and with SUð3Þ
symmetry, is

M� ¼ M0 þ 3A��l þ B0�m
2
l þ 3B1��

2
l

M�� ¼ M0 þ Að2��l þ ��sÞ þ B0�m
2
l

þ B1ð2��2
l þ ��2

sÞ þ B2ð��s � ��lÞ2
M�� ¼ M0 þ Að��l þ 2��sÞ þ B0�m

2
l

þ B1ð��2
l þ 2��2

sÞ þ B2ð��s � ��lÞ2
M� ¼ M0 þ 3A��s þ B0�m

2
l þ 3B1��

2
s :

(53)

These formulae apply when the sum of the sea quark
masses is held constant, 1

3 ð2ml þmsÞ ¼ m0, but the

valence quark masses are completely free, because at this
level (terms up to second order) a restriction on valence
masses would not lead to any reduction in the number of
free parameters.
We can check the formulae (53) by forming the SUð3Þ

mass combinations of Table XI, and checking that in each
case only polynomials of the appropriate symmetry appear
in the answer.
There are some combinations of the partially quenched

masses, Eqs. (53), which have simpler dependences on the

TABLE XIV. All the quark-mass polynomials needed for partially quenched masses, classified
by symmetry properties. The table includes entries up to Oð�2

qÞ.
Polynomial S3 SUð3Þ
1 A1 1

��u þ ��d þ ��s A1 1

2��s � ��u � ��d Eþ 8

��u � ��d E� 8

ð��u þ ��d þ ��sÞ2 A1 1

ð��u þ ��d þ ��sÞð2��s � ��u � ��dÞ Eþ 8

ð��u þ ��d þ ��sÞð��u � ��dÞ E� 8

ð��s � ��uÞ2 þ ð��s � ��dÞ2 þ ð��u � ��dÞ2 A1 1 27

ð��s � ��uÞ2 þ ð��s � ��dÞ2 � 2ð��u � ��dÞ2 Eþ 8 27

ð��s � ��uÞ2 � ð��s � ��dÞ2 E� 8 27

�m2
u þ �m2

d þ �m2
s A1 1 27
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valence quark masses and only involve a small number of
fit parameters. Examples include

�M� þM�� þM�� �M� ¼ 2B2ð��s � ��lÞ2
M�� �M�� ¼ Að��s � ��lÞ

þ B1ð��2
s � ��2

l Þ
M� �M� ¼ 3Að��s � ��lÞ

þ 3B1ð��2
s � ��2

l Þ: (54)

Let us use these formulae to illustrate how partially
quenched measurements might help us fit masses on the
constant sea quark mass line. If we only use unitary data,
with 1

3 ð2mR
l þmR

s Þ ¼ mR
0 , we are limited to points on the

line between the endpoints ðmR
l ; m

R
s Þ ¼ ð0; 3mR

0 Þ and

ðmR
l ; m

R
s Þ ¼ ð32mR

0 ; 0Þ, which means that the quark mass

splitting is limited to the range�3
2m

R
0 < ðmR

s �mR
l Þ<3mR

0 .

In the partially quenched case, we can increase �s without
having to decrease �l, so we can make the splitting
�R

s ��R
l much larger than mR

s �mR
l , which gives a

much better lever-arm to determine B1 and B2.
Because the decuplet baryon has a particularly high

degree of symmetry we can give an alternative derivation
of Eq. (53), with less explicit reference to the flavor group.
Consider a decuplet baryon made from quarks of type a, b
and c. Since the decuplet is a fully symmetric representa-
tion, the mass of the baryon must be a symmetric function
of ��a, ��b and ��c.

The mass can also depend on the sea quark masses
�mu, �md, �ms, but this dependence must be in a flavour
singlet way. If we keep the sum of the sea quark masses
fixed, the first singlet polynomial allowed (see Table III) is
1
6 ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ, where we have chosen the pre-

factor 1
6 to lead to a tidy expression in the limit when

mu ¼ md. Since this mass polynomial is flavor singlet, it
can only appear in the coefficient of the identity matrix—
i.e. it must make the same contribution to every decuplet
baryon. We therefore know that the mass formula for the
abc decuplet baryon must have the form

MðabcÞ ¼ M0 þ B0
1
6ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ
þ Fsymð��a; ��b; ��cÞ

! M0 þ B0�m
2
l þ Fsymð��a; ��b; ��cÞ; (55)

in the 2þ 1 limit.
Now let us consider what terms are possible in the

completely symmetric function Fsym. There is only one

symmetric linear term, ��a þ ��b þ ��c. There are two
symmetric quadratic terms we can write down, ��2

a þ
��2

b þ ��2
c and ��a��b þ ��a��c þ ��b��c, or lin-

ear combinations of these two terms. We get simpler final
expressions if we choose the basis ��2

a þ ��2
b þ ��2

c and

��2
a þ ��2

b þ ��2
c � ��a��b � ��a��c � ��b��c,

giving us the general mass formula

MðabcÞ ¼ M0 þ Að��a þ ��b þ ��cÞ þ B0�m
2
l

þ B1ð��2
a þ ��2

b þ ��2
cÞ þ B2ð��2

a þ ��2
b

þ ��2
c � ��a��b � ��a��c � ��b��cÞ:

(56)

Calculating MðlllÞ, MðsllÞ, MðsslÞ and MðsssÞ gives the
partially quenched mass formulae in Eq. (53). Remember
that these formulae are only complete for the case
mu þmd þms held constant. If the average sea quark
mass is allowed to vary, more terms become possible,
including ‘‘mixed’’ polynomials which contain both �mq

and ��q. With fixed average sea quark mass, such mixed

polynomials do not arise until the cubic order.
This argument gives us the same result as the full group-

theory derivation, though in some sense it explains less.
For instance, it does not immediately explain why the mass
combinations of Table XI give particularly tidy polyno-
mials, or where the hierarchy in Eq. (42) comes from.

B. PQ octet mesons

As in the previous section, we find the meson mass
formula by constructing the most general matrix consistent
with SUð3Þ symmetry, and the constraint that the partially
quenched pion mass must know nothing about �s. The
resulting mass formulae for partially quenched mesons
take the form:

M2
� ¼ M2

0 þ 2���l þ �0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
l

M2
K ¼ M2

0 þ �ð��l þ ��sÞ þ �0�m
2
l

þ �1ð��2
l þ ��2

sÞ þ �2ð��s � ��lÞ2
M2

�s
¼ M2

0 þ 2���s þ �0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
s :

(57)

Again the �s is the meson made of a partially quenched
�svalsval quarks (i.e. the ‘‘strange pion’’) which in the par-
tially quenched framework can be observed and can yield
useful information about the extrapolation constants. The
PQ M2

�s
can thus be obtained from the PQ M2

� by simply

changing �l ! �s which changes the top row of Eq. (57)
into the bottom row.
Some useful combinations, which avoid the delicate �

sector, are

M2
K �M2

� ¼ �ð��s � ��lÞ þ �1ð��2
s � ��2

l Þ
þ �2ð��s � ��lÞ2

2M2
K þM2

� ¼ 3M2
0 þ �ð4��l þ 2��sÞ þ 3�0�m

2
l

þ �1ð4��2
l þ 2��2

sÞ þ 2�2ð��s � ��lÞ2:
(58)

M2
K �M2

� is useful as a measure of the quark mass split-
ting, 2M2

K þM2
� as a quantity which is nearly constant

along our trajectory.
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The same form, mutatis mutandis, applies to the other
meson octets, e.g. the �, K�, � system. We thus have

M� ¼ M0 þ 2���l þ �0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
l

MK� ¼ M0 þ �ð��l þ ��sÞ þ �0�m
2
l

þ �1ð��2
l þ ��2

sÞ þ �2ð��s � ��lÞ2
M�s

¼ M0 þ 2���s þ �0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
s ;

(59)

following the pattern of Eq. (57).
We can give a similar elementary argument to derive the

partially quenched mass formula for mesons with different
quarks (e.g. the K, K� and the charged � and �). Consider
an a �bmeson. It must have the same mass as its antiparticle,
the b �a meson. So, by the same argument as in Eq. (55) we
will have a mass formula

Mða �bÞ ¼ Mðb �aÞ
¼ M0 þ �0

1
6ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ
þ Fsymð��a; ��bÞ: (60)

The only linear symmetric polynomial is ��a þ ��b,
while there are two independent quadratic possibili-
ties, which can be chosen to be ��2

a þ ��2
b and

ð��a � ��bÞ2. With this choice we get the meson mass
formula

Mða �bÞ¼M0þ�ð��aþ��bÞþ�0

1

6
ð�m2

uþ�m2
dþ�m2

sÞ
þ�1ð��2

aþ��2
bÞþ�2ð��a���bÞ2; (61)

which reduces to Eqs. (57) and (59). [For pseudoscalar
mesons we expectM2 to have a smoother Taylor expansion
than M itself, so we keep the form of Eq. (61), but apply it
to the squares of the pseudoscalar masses.] This formula
will also apply to the s�smeson with annihilation ‘‘switched
off’’, i.e. with disconnected diagrams dropped.
We cannot see a way to extend this argument to include

the �8 or �8 mesons. Using our full group argument we
find the formulae Eq. (43) and (44), which involve an
additional quadratic parameter, �3. Physically it is very
reasonable that the �8 and �8 should have a term that
cannot be linked by symmetry to the mass of a meson with
two different valence quarks—the �8 and �8 have contri-
butions from q �q annihilation, which is absent in the other
mesons of the multiplet, so it would be surprising if sym-
metry could completely determine the masses of these
‘‘central’’ mesons.

C. PQ octet baryons

The number of free coefficients in the meson case was
reduced by the requirement that K and �K have the same
masses. However, there is no similar constraint linking N
and �, so more coefficients are allowed, both at the linear
and quadratic levels. Arguing as before, we find

MN ¼ M0 þ 3A1��l þ B0�m
2
l þ 3B1��

2
l

M� ¼ M0 þ A1ð2��l þ ��sÞ � A2ð��s � ��lÞ þ B0�m
2
l þ B1ð2��2

l þ ��2
sÞ � B2ð��2

s � ��2
l Þ þ B4ð��s � ��lÞ2

M� ¼ M0 þ A1ð2��l þ ��sÞ þ A2ð��s � ��lÞ þ B0�m
2
l þ B1ð2��2

l þ ��2
sÞ þ B2ð��2

s � ��2
l Þ þ B3ð��s � ��lÞ2

M� ¼ M0 þ A1ð��l þ 2��sÞ � A2ð��s � ��lÞ þ B0�m
2
l þ B1ð��2

l þ 2��2
sÞ � B2ð��2

s � ��2
l Þ þ B3ð��s � ��lÞ2:

(62)

As usual, the nucleon mass has been made independent of
��s. Some useful combinations, which only depend on a
few parameters, are

2MN�M��3M�þ2M�¼ðB3�3B4Þð��s���lÞ2
M��M�¼ðA1�2A2Þð��s���lÞ

þðB1�2B2Þð��2
s���2

l Þ:
(63)

As mentioned previously, we can check that when � ! m
(i.e. return to the ‘‘unitary line’’) then these results return to
the previous results of Eqs. (43)–(46).

As with the decuplet baryons, and the partially quenched
mesons, we can give an alternative derivation, with less use
of explicit group theory. However, the argument for par-
tially quenched octet baryons is slightly more complicated,

because there are fewer symmetry constraints. We will first
consider the baryons of the type aab, two valence quarks
of flavor a, and one of flavor b. These form the outer
hexagon of the octet diagram. As before, the sea quarks
must contribute equally to all masses in the octet, the mass
formula must take the form

MðaabÞ ¼ M0 þ B0
1
6ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ
þ Fð��a; ��bÞ; (64)

but now the dependence on the valence quark masses is not
symmetric under a $ b, so the function F need not be
symmetric. This means there are two independent linear
terms (we choose (2��a þ ��b) and (��b � ��a)).
There are three independent quadratic terms, we choose
(2��2

a þ ��2
b) and (��2

b � ��2
a) (to mirror the pattern of
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the linear terms) and ð��b � ��aÞ2. Thus, the general
formula for the aab baryons can be written

MðaabÞ¼M0þA1ð2��aþ��bÞþA2ð��b���aÞ
þB0

1
6ð�m2

uþ�m2
dþ�m2

sÞþB1ð2��2
aþ��2

bÞ
þB2ð��2

b���2
aÞþB3ð��b���aÞ2: (65)

Taking the cases MðlllÞ, MðllsÞ and MðsslÞ gives the N, �
and � masses of Eq. (62).

We have not found an equally simple argument for the
mass of the �. The result of the group theoretical calcu-
lation, as set out in Appendix B, is

M� ¼ M0 þ A1ð2��l þ ��sÞ � A2ð��s � ��lÞ
þ B0

1
6ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ þ B1ð2��2
l þ ��2

sÞ
� B2ð��2

s � ��2
l Þ þ B4ð��s � ��lÞ2: (66)

Most terms are related to terms in the � mass, the M0, A1,
B0 and B1 terms are the same for� and�, while the A2 and
B2 terms have opposite signs for the� and�. However, for
the term ð��s � ��lÞ2 there is no connection between the
coefficient in the �mass and the coefficient of this term in
the other masses, and we need to introduce a new param-
eter, that can only be determined by simulating the �. We
can understand this from Table VIII. There is a particular
combination of singlet, 8b and 27-plet matrices which
gives 0 for all the baryons in the outer ring, and only acts
on the central baryons. Clearly, the coefficient of this
matrix only appears in the � mass, so at the quadratic
level, we can no longer predict the � mass from the other
masses in the octet. We have a similar situation with the
mesons—there is a quadratic coefficient that we only see in
the �8 mass formula.

D. Generalizing a constant �m formula

We have stressed the advantages of keeping the average
sea quark mass, �m, constant when approaching the physical
point. This leads to simpler extrapolation formulae, and
results closer to the physical values for flavor singlets and
for partially quenched calculations. If we want to move
away from the surface �m ¼ m0, for example, to consider a
completely different trajectory, such as ms ¼ constant or
mR

s ¼ constant, then it would be useful to know how to
generalize our constant �m formulae to cover the full
parameter space.

The procedure is simple; every constant parameter in our
formulae becomes a function of �m, which we can then
Taylor expand around �m ¼ m0. Taking as a first example
our cubic formula Eq. (16) for a flavor singlet quantity
(such as r0)

r0
a
¼ �þ �ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ þ 	�mu�md�ms;

! �þ �0ð �m�m0Þ þ 1

2!
�00ð �m�m0Þ2

þ 1

3!
�000ð �m�m0Þ3 þ �ð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ
þ �0ð �m�m0Þð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ
þ 	�mu�md�ms; (67)

yielding a cubic formula with 7 parameters. The extra
polynomials appearing in this formula are the ‘‘unticked’’
A1 polynomials in Table III.
We can take a slightly more complicated example, the

partially quenched formula for the � baryon. In Eq. (62)
we give the quadratic formula, valid with �m held constant.
Thus to construct the quadratic formula without this
constraint, we must Taylor expand the parameters M0,
A1, A2, giving

M� ¼ M0 þM0
0ð �m�m0Þ þ 1

2!
M00

0 ð �m�m0Þ2

þ A1ð2��l þ ��sÞ þ A2ð��s � ��lÞ
þ A0

1ð �m�m0Þð2��l þ ��sÞ
þ A0

2ð �m�m0Þð��s � ��lÞ þ B0�m
2
l

þ B1ð2��2
l þ ��2

sÞ þ B2ð��2
s � ��2

l Þ
þ B3ð��s � ��lÞ2: (68)

Note that this formula contains ‘‘mixed’’ polynomials such
as ð �m�m0Þð��s � ��lÞ, involving both valence and sea
quarks. If we restrict ourselves to the constant �m surface
such mixed polynomials only show up at the cubic level.

E. The usefulness of PQ

There are several possible advantages to considering PQ
results.
(1) The coefficients that appear in the expansions about

the flavor symmetric line in the PQ case are the same
as those that appear on the ‘‘unitary’’ case. Hence
this may be a computationally cheaper way of
obtaining them.

(2) PQ results can be helpful in choosing the next point
to simulate, because the meson masses measured in
the partially quenched approximation are very close
to those found in a full calculation, giving us a
preview of results on the next simulation point. We
understand theoretically why this works well on our
trajectory, with �m held fixed. The reason is that the
effect on the sea of making the u and d quarks
lighter is largely cancelled by the effect of making
the s quark heavier (the cancellation is perfect at
the flavor symmetric point). Therefore partial
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quenching works best when only the nonsinglet part
of the quark mass matrix is varied (as is the case
here). If the singlet part (the average sea quark mass)
is changed, there is no compensation, and the par-
tially quenched results are less reliable.

(3) We can use partial quenching to get a good estimate
of results at the physical point, by taking configura-
tions generated with quark masses some distance
short of the physical point, and then at the measure-
ment stage using valence quarks chosen to give
the physical � and K masses. Important physical
effects, such as the light pion cloud, would be
incorporated in the results. The effects of partially
quenching can be further reduced by repeating
the calculation with several choices of sea quark
masses, and making an extrapolation towards the
physical sea quark mass values.

(4) It is necessary in the determination of strange (or s�s)
mesons without disconnected pieces.

We can also show that on this trajectory the errors of
the partially quenched approximation are much smaller
than on other trajectories. In leading order �PT (terms
linear in the quark mass), the suggested procedure (valence
quarks at the physical value, sea quarks anywhere on the
physical constant �msea) is exact. See Table VIII of [19] for
the leading order formulae for both octet and decuplet
baryon masses. At this order partial quenching moves all
the octet baryons by the same amount, and all decuplets
also move together. The leading order partial quenching
errors are

MPQ
oct �M�

oct ¼ 6Mð �m� �m�Þ
MPQ

dec �M�
dec ¼ �6 �Mð �m� �m�Þ;

(69)

(using the notation of [19] for quark masses and the 
coefficients). The superscript � denotes quantities at the
physical point. Since we have tuned �m to be equal to the
physical value, the partial quenching error vanishes on our
trajectory, but not on other trajectories, which vary �m.

We can give a partial derivative argument, like that of
Sec. I or [1], which explains why this is so. Take the proton
mass as an example, but any quantity will work the same
way. The proton mass will depend on the valence quark
masses and the sea quark masses, so we can write

MPQ
p ð�u;�d;mu;md;msÞ: (70)

MPQ is the mass of a partially quenched hadron calculated
on a sea background. The dependence on the three sea
masses must be completely symmetrical, unlike the depen-
dence on valence masses. At the symmetric point

@MPQ
p

@mu

¼ @MPQ
p

@md

¼ @MPQ
p

@ms

; (71)

so if the sea quark masses are changed in a way which
preserves �m, while the valence masses are held constant,

MPQ
p will not change (to leading order). We can see these

benefits of the constant �m procedure in the mass formulae
of this section. If we make our valence quark masses equal
to the quark masses at the physical point, the only differ-
ence between the partially quenched hadron mass and the
physical hadron mass comes from the B0 or �0 term in
Eqs. (53), (57), and (62) which gives a quadratic mass
shift

M� �MPQ ¼ B0½ð�m�
l Þ2 � �m2

l �; (72)

(where �m�
l refers to �ml at the physical sea point), which

is one power higher in the quark mass than the usual result
on other trajectories, Eq. (69). This partial quenching shift
is the same for all particles in a multiplet, so splittings are
unaffected by partial quenching at this order—we would
have to expand to cubic terms to see partial quenching
errors in the splittings.

V. APPLICATIONS TO CHIRAL
PERTURBATION THEORY

Almost all LO (i.e. leading order or zero loop) chiral
perturbation theory (�PT) results follow simply from
flavor blindness, without any input from chiral symmetry.
The linear terms in mq, which are usually called LO �PT

results, were originally discovered by Gell-Mann and
Okubo [7,8], using the (nonchiral) SUð3Þ argument we
are using in this article.
The only case where we need to invoke chiral symmetry

is for the pseudoscalar meson mass formula, where it is
chiral symmetry which tells us that we have massless
Goldstone bosons if 2 or more quark masses vanish.
Beyond leading order we cannot derive the �PT result in

full solely from flavor blindness, but we can still make
useful statements about the form that higher order contri-
butions must take.

A. Decuplet baryon masses at Oðm3=2
q Þ

Oðm3=2
q Þ �PT is based on one-loop graphs, all with a

pseudo-Goldstone boson. So we should expect that the
individual terms in the �PT answer will be functions of
M� or of MK or of M�8

, with no mixed terms (such as

M2
�M

2
K), which can only arise at the two-loop level.

As an example, let us examine the 2þ 1 next to leading
order (NLO) results for the decuplet baryon masses, [20].
Taking the formulae for individual masses, and grouping
them into the multiplets of Table XI, we know that in each
case we are only allowed chiral perturbation theory ex-
pressions in the corresponding multiplet:
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4M� þ 3M�� þ 2M�� þM� ¼ 10M0 þ 20ð	M � 3 �MÞ �m (73)

� 5H 2

72�f2
5

3
½3M3

� þ 4M3
K þM3

�8
�

� C2

ð4�fÞ2
5

3
½3F�ðM�Þ þ 4F�ðMKÞ þF�ðM�8

Þ�

�2M� þM�� þM� ¼ �10	M�ml (74)

� 5H 2

72�f2
1

2
½�3M3

� þ 2M3
K þM3

�8
�

� C2

ð4�fÞ2
1

3
½�3F�ðM�Þ þ 2F�ðMKÞ þF�ðM�8

Þ�

4M� � 5M�� � 2M�� þ 3M� ¼ 5H 2

72�f2
7

9
½�M3

� þ 4M3
K � 3M3

�8
� (75)

� C2

ð4�fÞ2
7

9
½�F�ðM�Þ þ 4F�ðMKÞ � 3F�ðM�8

Þ�

�M� þ 3M�� � 3M�� þM� ¼ 0; (76)

using the notation of [20] (In particular F�ðMiÞ is short-
hand for the function F ðMi;��; �Þ defined there). The
coefficients on the right-hand side of Eq. (76) must follow
the pattern of Table XII, but any function of the meson
masses is allowed. We proved a weaker version of this
result in [1], using the permutation group instead of full
SUð3Þ.

The meson mass matrix, 8 � 8, contains no 64, there are
no possible 1-loop terms to place on the right-hand side of
Eq. (76), so this mass combination must be zero in NLO
�PT. We have already noted in Table XI that this combi-
nation has a Taylor expansion beginning at Oð�m3

l Þ and is

very small experimentally, Eq. (43).

B. Relationships between expansion coefficients

We now investigate the relation between the parameters
of �PT and the Taylor coefficients in our approach,
Eqs. (43)–(46).

For example for the pseudoscalar octet, using the 2þ 1
results in [21] and assuming their validity up to the point on
the flavor symmetric line (the kaon mass is always smaller
here than the physical kaon mass), we find

M2
0¼ ��

�
1�16 ��

f20
ð3L4þL5�6L6�2L8Þþ ��

24�2f20
ln

��

�2
�

�

�¼Q0

�
1�16 ��

f20
ð3L4þ2L5�6L6�4L8Þþ ��

8�2f20
ln

��

�2
�

�

�0¼� Q2
0

6�2f20

�1¼Q2
0

f20

�
�32ðL5�2L8Þþ 1

24�2

�
7þ4ln

��

�2
�

��

�2¼Q2
0

f20

�
16ðL5�2L8Þ� 1

24�2

�
3þ2ln

��

�2
�

��
; (77)

where �q ¼ 2Q0mq with Q0 ¼ BR
0Z

NS
m so that here we

have �� ¼ 2Q0ð1þ �ZÞ �m which is kept constant. The Lis
are appropriate low energy constants or LECs.
We first note that when expanding the �PT about a point

on the SUð3Þ flavor symmetry line gives to leading order
only one parameter, � as expected. (This means, in par-
ticular, that the flavor singlet combination, X2

�, vanishes to
leading order, as discussed previously.) Second, while
we can fit to � and �0, �1 and �2, it will be difficult to
determine the individual LECs. The best we can probably
hope for are these combinations.

C. Chiral nonanalytic behavior

We briefly discuss the question of how chiral logs, or
other chiral singularities, fit with the Taylor expansion. The
answer is that the chiral singularity should show up in the
large-n behavior of the coefficients of �mn

q.

For example if we make a Taylor expansion about �� of
the singular term �2

l lnð�l=�
2
�Þ which occurs in the chiral

expansion of M2
�, we would find

�2
l ln�l ¼ ½ ��þ ��l�2 ln ��þ ����l þ 3

2
��2

l

þ ��2
X1
n¼3

2ð�1Þn�1

nðn� 1Þðn� 2Þ
�
��l

��

�
n
; (78)

where ��l ¼ �l � ��. So at large n the coefficients of ��n
l

are proportional to ��2�n=n3. If we look at the first singular

term in the baryon mass formula, �3=2
l , and expand, we

would get a series � ��3=2�n��n
l =n

5=2 at large n.
This is general, the power of n with which the terms

drop off tells us the chiral singularity. If the singularity is
�p
l lnð�l=�

2
�Þ, with integer p, then the series drops like

1=npþ1. If the singularity is �q
l , with noninteger q, then the

series drops like 1=nqþ1. (If we have a singularity in
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lnð��=�
2
�Þ or lnð�K=�

2
�Þ, where �� ¼ ð�l þ 2�sÞ=3,

�K ¼ ð�l þ �sÞ=2 we just change �l to �� or �K in the

Taylor series.) Needless to say, this large-n behavior would
prove difficult to see in practice, because the coefficients
are small these terms only become important close to the
chiral limit.

VI. THE PATH TO THE PHYSICAL POINT

In Sec. I the proposed path to the physical point was
introduced. We shall now discuss this a little further.

For the simulation it is easiest to keep the (bare) singlet
quark mass fixed,

�m ¼ 1

3
ð2ml þmsÞ ¼ m0 ¼ constant; (79)

starting from some reference point ðml;msÞ ¼ ðm0; m0Þ on
the flavor symmetric line. We can use the singlet combi-
nations from Table X to locate the starting point of our path
to the physical point by fixing a dimensionless ratio such as

X2
�

X2
N

¼ physical value ¼ X2
�

X2
N

��������
�
: (80)

Note also that at the flavor symmetric point X� ¼ M�j0
so this determines our starting pion mass (using the
experimental values given later in Table XVI) to be
�410 MeV.

However the equivalence of Eqs. (79) and (80) is
only strictly true at lowest order. While at this order
it does not matter whether we kept the quark mass
singlet constant, Eq. (79), or a particle mass singlet con-
stant, Eq. (80), higher order terms mean that it now does.
If we make different choices of the quantity we keep
constant at the experimentally measured physical value,
for example

X2
�

X2
N

;
X2
�

X2
�

;
X2
�

X2
�

; . . . ; (81)

we get slightly different trajectories. The different trajec-
tories begin at slightly different points along the flavor
SUð3Þ symmetric line. Initially they are all parallel with
slope�2, but away from the symmetry line they can curve,
but will all meet at the physical point. (Numerically we
shall later see that this seems to be a small effect.)

An additional effect comes from the choice of Wilson
lattice fermions. The physical domain is defined by

mR
l � 0 mR

s � 0; (82)

which using Eq. (5) translates to

ml � �
1
3�Z

ð1þ 2
3�ZÞ

ms; ms � �
2
3�Z

ð1þ 1
3�ZÞ

ml; (83)

leading to a nonrectangular region and possibly negative
bare quark mass. (These features disappear of course for
chiral fermions when �Z ¼ 0.)

These two features are sketched in Fig. 9, which shows
possible paths in theml �ms plane starting from the flavor
symmetric line. In this figure the horizontal and vertical
axes are the bare quark masses, ml and ms respectively.
Because of renormalization effects, Eq. (83), lines of
constant renormalized mass, mR

l ¼ constant or mR
s ¼

constant, will be at an angle. This is in contrast with
Fig. 1, where renormalized masses were used as the axes.

VII. THE LATTICE—GENERALITIES

After the general discussion of SUð3Þ flavor expansions
described in Secs. II, III, IV, and V (which are lattice
independent), we now turn to more specific lattice
considerations.

A. Lattice simulations

We use a clover action for 2þ 1 flavors with a single
step of mild stout smearing as described in Appendix D.
Further details are given in [22] together with a nonpertur-
bative determination of the improvement coefficient for the
clover term, using the Schrödinger functional method.
The bare quark masses are defined as

amq ¼ 1

2

�
1

�q

� 1

�0;c

�
; (84)

where vanishing of the quark mass along the SUð3Þ flavor
symmetric line determines �0;c. We then keep �m ¼
constant � m0 which gives

�s ¼ 1
3
�0
� 2

�l

: (85)

So once we decide on a �l this then determines �s.
How accurately must we satisfy Eq. (85)? In choosing

suitable ð�l; �sÞ, the natural scale is to say that changes

(ml

*
,ms

*
)

ms=ml

⎯m=const

ml

R

ms

R

ml

ms

FIG. 9 (color online). Sketch of some possible paths (red lines)
in the ml �ms plane to the physical point ðm�

l ; m
�
s Þ. Because of

Eq. (83) the mR
l and mR

s axes are not orthogonal when plotted in

the bare quark mass plane.
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in �m should be small when compared to �m itself, i.e.
j �m�m0j � m0 which gives��������

1

3

�
2

�l

þ 1

�s

�
� 1

�0

��������� 1

�0

� 1

�0;c

; (86)

which is satisfied if we give all our �s to 6 significant
figures.

Furthermore note that we are not expanding about the
chiral limit, but have expansions around a flavor symmetric
point which does not require knowledge of �0;c. This

follows as

�mq ¼ mq � �m ¼ 1

2a

�
1

�q

� 1

�0

�
: (87)

HMC (hybrid Monte Carlo) and RHMC (rational HMC)
were used for the 2 and 1 fermion flavors, respectively,
[23], to generate the gauge configurations. We note the
following in connection with the simulations and our path
choice:

(i) The simulations should equilibrate quickly from one
point to another along this path, because the effects
of making the strange quark mass heavier tend to be
cancelled by making the u and d quarks lighter.

(ii) The simulation cost change should be moderate for
this path. This may be motivated by the following
crude cost argument. Modelling the cost, C, as

C / 1

amR
l

þ k

amR
s

; (88)

where k is the relative cost of the two algorithms,
gives on the line a �m ¼ constant

Cð�Þ / 1

ð1þ �ZÞ þ �
þ k

ð1þ �ZÞ � 2�
; (89)

with

� ¼ �ml= �m; (90)

(alternatively we could consider M2
�=X

2
�). The cost

Cð�Þ=Cð0Þ from the symmetric point � ¼ 0, is plot-
ted in Fig. 10. There is little change in a reasonably
large range of � starting from � ¼ 0.

Both these points are indeed found in practice (at least
approximately).

B. OðaÞ improvement of the coupling constant

OðaÞ improvement leads to a change in the coupling
constant via [24],

g20 ! ~g20 ¼ g20ð1þ bga �mÞ; (91)

where bg is some function of g20. Not much is known about

the value of bg. For Wilson glue and � ¼ 0 (i.e. no-stout

smeared links) Wilson-Dirac fermions the lowest order
perturbative result is bg ¼ 0:012 00nfg

2
0 þOðg40Þ, [24],

which is small but increasing with nf (here nf ¼ 3).

A crude estimate was made in [25] and indicated a possible
1–2% effect (but with considerable uncertainty).
In general from Eq. (91) when we vary a quark mass then

g0 must be changed to keep ~g0 constant. However for our
choice of path ( �m ¼ constant) the relation between g0 and
~g0 is fixed, so only a small overall shift of results might be
necessary—nothing else changes as we traverse our path.
Therefore in the following we shall not consider the effect
of bg any further.

C. Hadron ‘‘sources’’ and ‘‘sinks’’

The operators (or interpolators) used to determine
the hadron masses are uniformly taken to be Jacobi
smeared ([26] and Appendix C of [27]) and to be
nonrelativistic, NR ([28,29] and Appendix C of [30]).
Specifically, we consider the following hadron sources
and sinks:
(i) Pseudoscalar meson octet

M�ðxÞ ¼ �dðxÞ	5uðxÞ
MKðxÞ ¼ �sðxÞ	5uðxÞ
M�s

ðxÞ ¼ �sðxÞ	5sðxÞ
(92)

(ii) Vector meson octet

M�iðxÞ ¼ �dðxÞ	iuðxÞ
MK�iðxÞ ¼ �sðxÞ	iuðxÞ
M�siðxÞ ¼ �sðxÞ	isðxÞ

(93)

−1.5 −1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5

ξ = δml /⎯m

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

C
(ξ

)/
C

(0
)

αZ=0.75, k=1

FIG. 10 (color online). Simulation cost Cð�Þ=Cð0Þ against �
where � ¼ �ml= �m (with, for example �Z ¼ 0:75, cf. Equation
(104), and k ¼ 1). The symmetric point is denoted by a (red)
filled circle. Very roughly we need to reach a region where
� & �1:5.
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(iii) Baryon octet

BN�ðxÞ ¼ �abcua�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	5d
cðxÞ�

B��ðxÞ ¼ �abcð2sa�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	5d
cðxÞ�

þ da�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	5s
cðxÞ�

� ua�ðxÞ½dbðxÞTDC	5s
cðxÞ�Þ

B��ðxÞ ¼ �abcua�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	5s
cðxÞ�

B��ðxÞ ¼ �abcsa�ðxÞ½sbðxÞTDC	5u
cðxÞ� (94)

Baryon decuplet

B��ðxÞ ¼ �abcð2ua�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	�dcðxÞ�
þ da�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	�ucðxÞ�Þ

B���ðxÞ ¼ �abcð2ua�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	�scðxÞ�
þ sa�ðxÞ½ubðxÞTDC	�ucðxÞ�Þ

B���ðxÞ ¼ �abcð2sa�ðxÞ½sbðxÞTDC	�ucðxÞ�
þ ua�ðxÞ½sbðxÞTDC	�scðxÞ�Þ

B��ðxÞ ¼ �abcsa�ðxÞ½sbðxÞTDC	�scðxÞ� (95)

where C ¼ 	2	4 and 	� ¼ 1
2 ð	2 þ i	1Þ and the super-

script TD is a transpose in Dirac space. The u and d quarks
are considered as distinct, but of degenerate mass.

The correlation functions (on a lattice of temporal
extension T) we use are given by

C�O
ðtÞ ¼ 1

Vs

�X
~y

M�O
ð ~y; tÞX

~x

My
�O
ð ~x;0Þ

�

/ Aðe�M�O
t þ e�M�O

ðT�tÞÞ; �O ¼�;K;�s

C�O
ðtÞ ¼ 1

3Vs

X
i

�X
~y

M�Oið ~y; tÞ
X
~x

My
�Oi

ð ~x;0Þ
�

/ Aðe�M�O
t þ e�M�O

ðT�tÞÞ; �O ¼ �;K�;�s

CNO
ðtÞ ¼ 1

Vs

TrD�unpol

�X
~y

BNO
ð ~y; tÞX

~x

�BNO
ð ~x;0Þ

�

/ Ae�MNO
t þBe

�M0
NO

ðT�tÞ
; NO ¼N;�;�

CN�
ðtÞ ¼ 1

Vs

TrD�pol

�X
~y

BN�
ð ~y; tÞX

~x

�BN�
ð ~x;0Þ

�

/ Ae�MN�
t þBe

�M0
N�

ðT�tÞ
;

C�O
ðtÞ ¼ 1

Vs

TrD�pol

�X
~y

B�O
ð ~y; tÞX

~x

�B�O
ð ~x;0Þ

�

/ Ae�M�O
t þBe

�M0
�O

ðT�tÞ
; �O ¼�;��;��;�

(96)

with �unpol ¼ 1
2 ð1þ 	4Þ and �pol ¼ �unpolð1þ i	3	5Þ. M0

is the lowest excited state with opposite parity to M.

VIII. THE LATTICE—RESULTS

All the results given in this article will be at � �
10=g20 ¼ 5:50, � ¼ 0:1, together with csw ¼ 2:65, see

Appendix D. (This � value was located by an initial series
of short degenerate quark mass runs, to give a rough idea of
the associated scale.) The hadron masses will be given
below in a series of tables, i.e. Tables XIX, XX, XXI,
XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII,
XXIX, and XXX. The runs on 243 � 48 lattices have
Oð2000Þ trajectories, while the runs on 323 � 64 lattices
have Oð1500Þ–Oð2000Þ trajectories. Errors are determined
using the bootstrap method. Experimental values of the
hadron masses are given in Sec. IX.

A. Locating �0 and the mR
s �mR

l plane

From the discussion in Sec. VI for our path choice, we
must first determine the starting value on the flavor
symmetric line. A series of runs along the SUð3Þ flavor
line determines this point, �0, by checking when X2

�=X
2
S,

S ¼ N, �, � are equal to their physical values, see
Eqs. (80) and (81). (This would also include S ¼ r if we
have previously determined the physical value of r0.) On
the flavor symmetric line obviously all the particles in the
multiplet are mass degenerate, so, for example, taking
S ¼ N means that

ðaM�Þ2
ðaMNÞ2

¼ X2
�

X2
N

��������
�
; (97)

where, to emphasize that the left-hand side are the lattice
measurements, we temporarily include the lattice spacing.
(Again, the star denotes the experimental value.)
Once we have located a promising �0 (or better a

small range of �0s) then we keep �m ¼ constant and pick
appropriate ð�l; �sÞ values, using Eq. (85). Again, setting
X2
�=X

2
N ¼ physical value, Eq. (80) can be rewritten as

2M2
K �M2

�

X2
N

¼ cN � 2
M2

�

X2
N

; cN ¼ 3
X2
�

X2
N

��������
�
; (98)

considering for the present only lowest order in the flavor
expansion. In Fig. 11 we plot ð2M2

K �M2
�Þ=X2

N versus
M2

�=X
2
N . This is equivalent to plotting mR

s against mR
l

because from LO �PT, M2
� / mR

l and 2M2
K �M2

� / mR
s .

Note that simulations with a ‘‘light’’ strange quark mass
and heavy ‘‘light’’ quark mass are possible—here the right-
most points in Fig. 11. In this inverted strange world we
would expect the weak interaction decays p ! � or �.
Also shown in Fig. 11 are fits using Eq. (98) leaving cN

as a free parameter starting from the flavor symmetric
points

�0 ¼ 0:12090; �0 ¼ 0:12092; �0 ¼ 0:12095; (99)

(the latter two points are reference points). It is seen from
the figure that this range covers the possible paths to the
physical point. There are two observations to be made.
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First we note that there does not seem to be much nonline-
arity in the data, i.e. the leading order in the expansion
about the flavor symmetric line already seems sufficient.
So if cN ¼ 3ðX2

�=X
2
NÞj� then the lines would go exactly

through the physical point. Also this means from the dis-
cussion in Sec. VI that using other singlet scale choices
should lead to a similar result. Second, as noted before at
the end of Sec. III, as the expansions have been derived
using only group theoretic arguments, they will be valid for
results derived on any lattice volume (though the coeffi-
cients of the expansion are still functions of the volume).
So here, to test this, we have made separate fits for the two
volumes—243 � 48 and 323 � 64. Indeed this shows that
finite size effects are present but small.

Thus our present conclusion is that � in the range
0.120 90–0.120 95 is within a few percent of the reference
�0. Most of the results reported here will be at �0 ¼
0:120 90.

B. Determination of �0;c, �Z

Although not strictly necessary, we briefly indicate here
the determination of �0;c and �Z to illustrate some of the

discussion in Sec. VI. Using lowest order �PT (i.e. the fact
that the pion mass vanishes if the masses of the light quarks
vanish) and

ðaM�Þ2 / amR
l / aml þ �Za �m; (100)

where the constant of proportionality from Eq. (77) is
2a� ¼ 2aQ0 ¼ 2aBR

0Z
NS
m , we first determine �0;c (the

critical hopping parameter on the flavor symmetric line)
as defined in Eq. (84). In Fig. 12 we show the plot of
ðaM�Þ2 versus 1=�l together with linear fits. For the flavor
symmetric case, from the blue points we find

1

�0;c
¼ 8:257 68ð23Þ; or �0;c ¼ 0:121 099ð4Þ; (101)

which is in good agreement with the Schrödinger func-
tional determination, see Appendix D. Note that for
�l < �0;c the bare amq is negative, but the renormalized

mR
q is always positive, Eq. (83) and Fig. 9. This occurs for

the last point on the 323 � 64 line in Fig. 12.
�Z can then be estimated using the �m ¼ constant line as

here ðaM�Þ2 vanishes at �c giving

�Z ¼ �amqj�¼�c

a �m
¼

ð 1
�0;c

� 1
�c
Þ

ð 1�0
� 1

�0;c
Þ : (102)

Using the 323 � 64 data only (green points) gives

1

�c

¼ 8:247 27ð17Þ; or �c ¼ 0:121 252ð3Þ: (103)
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FIG. 11 (color online). ð2M2
K �M2

�Þ=X2
N versus M2

�=X
2
N for �0 ¼ 0:120 90 (left panel) and 0.120 92, 0.120 95, (right panel). The

dashed black line, y ¼ x represents the SUð3Þ flavor symmetric line. Filled points are on 323 � 64 lattices while open points are on a
243 � 48 sized lattice. Shown are points on the flavor symmetric line (colored orange) followed by results with �m ¼ constant (colored
violet, left panel; blue and green, right panel). The fits are from Eq. (98) with cN a free parameter. The physical value is denoted by a
(red) star.
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Hence this gives here

�Z � 0:76: (104)

Note that the determination is quite sensitive to small
changes in �0;c and �c. We conclude that for clover fermi-

ons at our lattice spacing �Z is indeed nonzero.

C. Singlet quantities and the scale

We take Fig. 11 as a sign that singlet quantities are very
flat and the fluctuations are due to low statistics. We now
investigate this further. In Fig. 13 we show aXS for S ¼ �,
N, � and � against M2

�=X
2
� for �0 ¼ 0:120 90 (left panel)

and comparison results for 0.120 92, 0.120 95 (right panel)
together with constant fits. This indicates that other singlet
quantities are also rather flat (we interpret variations in X�

to be due to statistical fluctuations). Again fits are made for
each lattice volume separately.
We showed in Sec. II B that singlet quantities must have

zero derivative at the symmetric point. A second derivative
would be allowed, but we see from the left-hand panel of
Fig. 13 that it must be very small.

1. Finite size effects

In Fig. 13 there are again indications of relatively small
finite size effects. We now briefly investigate this a little
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FIG. 13 (color online). aXS for S ¼ �, N, � and � versus M2
�=X

2
� for �0 ¼ 0:120 90 (left panel, circles) and 0.120 92, 0.120 95

(right panel, circles and squares, respectively) together with constant fits. Filled points and lines are for 323 � 64 lattices, while opaque
points and dashed lines are for 243 � 48 lattices. (In the right panel the lower filled points and lines are for �0 ¼ 0:120 95.) The
physical point corresponds to the dashed line at M2

�=X
2
� ¼ M2

�=X
2
�j�, while the symmetric point corresponds to M2

�=X
2
� ¼ 1 in

the figure.
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FIG. 12 (color online). ðaM�Þ2 versus 1=�l for both the flavor
symmetric case (blue points) and keeping �m constant (green
points). 243 � 48 volumes are opaque circles and 323 � 64
volumes are filled circles. The �0 ¼ 0:120 90 points are high-
lighted in red. The chirally extrapolated values from the linear
fits are denoted by stars. The horizontal (orange) filled circle is
the Schrödinger functional estimate.
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more. While we do not attempt to formally derive a for-
mula here, we do have the obvious constraint that the finite
size XS must also be flat at the symmetry point (symmetry
arguments apply in any volume). The various possibilities
are given in Eq. (41). The first f term counts the contribu-
tions of the kaons and charged pions; the second g term is
irrelevant because the strange pion is fictitious. The third h
term accounts for the � and �0. So it is likely that the first
term is dominant because there are more particles ex-
changed (the functional forms are all likely to be similar).
So if we only want a rough estimate (for the x axis of the
plot) then we shall just choose the first term.

Thus from Eq. (41) and as we shall consider only the
lowest order term from Eq. (48), we expect the finite size
functional form to be

XSðLÞ ¼ XSð1þ cS
1
3½fLðM�Þ þ 2fLðMKÞ�Þ: (105)

Lowest order �PT, [31,32] indicates that a suitable form
for fLðMÞ is

fLðMÞ ¼ ðaMÞ2 e�ML

ðMLÞ3=2 ; meson;

fLðMÞ ¼ ðaMÞ2 e�ML

ðXNLÞ ; baryon:

(106)

In Fig. 14 we plot ðfLðM�Þ þ 2fLðMKÞÞ=3 against aXS for
S ¼ �, N, � and � on 323 � 64, 243 � 48 and 163 � 32
lattices for �0 ¼ 0:120 90. The fits are linear. A reasonable
agreement is seen. (The noisiest signal is for S ¼ �.) We
see that the extrapolated (i.e. L ! 1) results are very close
to the largest lattice results (i.e. 323 � 64), so we conclude
that using the largest lattice size available should only

introduce small errors. We shall also go a little further
and assume that finite size effects for masses are similar
to those of XS for each mass of the appropriate multiplet.
Thus we shall later consider ratios M=XS for all the avail-
able lattice data; finite size results then tend to cancel in the
ratio.

2. Scale estimation

One advantage of our method is thatXS remains constant
and can be used to determine the scale. We do not have to
first extrapolate to the physical limit in distinction to other
methods.
The result of Sec. VIII C 1 is that the largest volumes

available seem to have small finite size effects, so we
now simply take the largest volume available. In Fig. 15
we plot aXS=X

�
S, for S ¼ N, �, �, � using the largest

volume fitted results from Fig. 13 (together with smaller
data sets for �0 ¼ 0:120 80 and �0 ¼ 0:120 99). The ex-
perimental values of X�

S are given in Sec. IXA. This ratio

gives estimates for the lattice spacing a for the various
scales.5 We would expect most variation of the ratio with
X� and convergence to a common scale where the lines
cross, assuming
(i) the simulation statistics are sufficient
(ii) all Oða2Þ corrections are negligible
(iii) there is little (or no) curvature present in XS.

This appears to be the case, with the possible exception of
the decuplet scale. However this is the channel with the
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FIG. 15 (color online). aXS=X
�
S against 1=�0 for S ¼ � (green

squares), N (red circles), � (violet diamonds), � (blue upper
triangles) with �0 ¼ 0:120 80, 0.120 90, 0.120 92, 0.120 95 and
0.120 99.
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FIG. 14 (color online). aXS versus ðfLðM�Þ þ 2fLðMKÞÞ=3 for
�0 ¼ 0:120 90, with S ¼ � (circles), N (squares), � (diamonds)
and � (upper triangles). The left-most clusters of points are from
the 323 � 64 lattices (L ¼ 32a), then follow 243 � 48 and
finally 163 � 32 lattices. The dashed lines are linear fits.

5For example for �0 ¼ 0:120 90 we find that a ¼
0:0834ð1Þ fm, 0.0812(6) fm, 0.0795(3) fm and 0.0771(3) fm
using X�, X�, XN , X� to set the scale, respectively.
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worst signal, and may be showing some curvature (we
cannot at present say whether there might be large Oða2Þ
effects), so presently we just consider the approximate
crossing of the other lines giving a� 0:075–0:078 fm.

As discussed in Sec. VIII C 1 we expect a (partial)
cancellation of finite size effects (and also statistical fluc-
tuations) within the same multiplet so we shall adopt the
philosophy when considering the hadron spectrum of first
finding the ratio of the mass to the singlet quantity from
the same multiplet. For example, we can take as our base
singlet quantity as the baryon octet XN (not only are these
stable particles under QCD interactions and so might
physically be considered a good choice, but XN also has
smaller numerical errors than X� on the lattice). To trans-
late from one scale to another we then need the ratio
aXS=aXN . In Fig. 16 we plot XS=XN for various XS (with
S ¼ �, �, �). Also shown are constant fits to the two
volumes—243 � 48 and 323 � 64. The change in the ratios

between the two volumes is seen to be small. Note also that
all ratios are close to their physical values. We use the
results of the largest volume, which are given in Table XV.
In the last column of this table we have used the experi-
mental values of XS (as given in Table XVI) to form the
ratio aXS=aXN � ðXN=XSÞj�. This should be one. As can
be seen from Fig. 16, this is the case and Table XV con-
firms that the ratios are 1 within a few percent. All this
shows that �0 ¼ 0:120 90 has �m very close to the correct
physical value.

IX. SPECTRUM RESULTS FOR 2þ 1 FLAVORS

We shall now discuss our lattice results.

A. Experimental values

As we will compare our lattice results with the experi-
mental results, we first give the experimental masses from
the Particle Data Group tables [17].
To minimize u–d quark mass differences (and also

electromagnetic effects) for the experimental data, we
average the particle masses over isospin I3 (i.e. horizon-
tally in Figs. 2 and 3). This gives the experimental values
in Table XVII (we postpone giving them here in order to
display them with the lattice values in Table XVII). Using
these experimental numbers, the experimental values for
the hadron singlet quantities used here are then given in
Table XVI.

B. Mass hierarchy

We now consider the lattice results for the mass spec-
trum. First we check whether there is a strong hierarchy
due to the SUð3Þ flavor symmetry as found in Eq. (42),
namely

4M� þ 3M�� þ 2M�� þM� / ð�mlÞ0 singlet

�2M� þM�� þM� / �ml octet

4M� � 5M�� � 2M�� þ 3M� / �m2
l 27-plet

�M� þ 3M�� � 3M�� þM� / �m3
l 64-plet:

(107)

In Fig. 17 we plot these mass combinations (over X�)
against a�ml for �0 ¼ 0:120 90. Also shown are the
experimental values using the values from Table XVII.
Note the change of scale between the axes. There is rea-
sonable agreement with these numbers. Well reproduced,
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FIG. 16 (color online). aXS=aXN versus M2
�=X

2
� for S ¼ �

(squares), � (diamonds) and � (upper triangles), top to bottom,
for �0 ¼ 0:120 90. The dashed vertical line represents the physi-
cal value, while the dotted line gives the SUð3Þ flavor symmetric
point. Filled points are on 323 � 64 lattices while open points are
on 243 � 48 sized lattices. Horizontal lines and dashed horizon-
tal lines represent constant fits to either the 323 � 64 or 243 � 48
results, respectively. For illustration, we also show the physical
values—denoted by stars.

TABLE XV. Lattice ratios of singlet quantities aXS=aXN ,
S ¼ �, �, � from 323 � 64 lattices. In the last column we
have multiplied by the experimental inverse ratio, taken from
Table XVI. If we had perfect scaling then this ratio should be 1.0.

Ratio �0 ¼ 0:120 90 �ðXN=XSÞj�
aX�=aXN 0.3751(13) 1.049(4)

aX�=aXN 0.7200(38) 0.971(5)

aX�=aXN 1.219(9) 1.017(8)

TABLE XVI. Experimental values for the XS singlet quanti-
ties, X�

S, S ¼ �, �, N and �.

Singlet GeV

X�
� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM2

� þ 2M2
KÞ=3

q
j� 0.4109

X�
� ¼ ðM� þ 2MK� Þ=3j� 0.8530

X�
N ¼ ðMN þM� þM�Þ=3j� 1.1501

X�
� ¼ ð2M� þM�Þ=3j� 1.3788
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as expected, is the order of magnitude drop in the hadron
mass contributions with each additional power of �ml.
(See [33] for a similar investigation of octet baryons.) It
is also seen that while ð�2M� þM�� þM�Þ=X� has a
linear gradient in �ml, in the other fits any gradient is
negligible as expected. To check for possible finite size
effects we also plot a run at the same ð�l; �sÞ but using a

243 � 48 lattice rather than 323 � 64. There is little
difference and so it appears that considering ratios of
quantities within the same multiplet leads to (effective)
cancellation of finite size effects.

C. ‘‘Fan’’ plots

We now show a series of plots of the hadron masses from
a small quark mass just above the flavor symmetric line
down to the physical point. As the masses (of a particular
octet or decuplet) are all degenerate at a point on the flavor
symmetric line, then we would expect a ‘‘fanning’’ out of
masses from this point. We consider second order fits in the
quark mass, but show plots using the pseudoscalar mass on
the x axis, i.e. from Eq. (43). Thus we are using the quark
mass as an ‘‘internal parameter’’. As discussed previously
at the end of Sec. II and in more detail in Appendix C this is
the natural choice.
In Fig. 18 we begin with the pseudoscalar octet and show

M2
�O
=X2

� (�O ¼ �, K, �s) against M
2
�=X

2
� together with

the combined fit of Eqs. (43) and (47). A typical ‘‘fan’’
structure is seen with masses radiating from the common
point on the symmetric line. Note that the right-most point
has a small strange quark mass and a large ‘‘light’’ quark
mass, so that the order of the meson masses is inverted.
There is however little real content in this plot—the

�O ¼ � line is obviously trivial, for the �O ¼ K line the
chiral limit and gradient are known as we have

M2
K

X2
�

¼ 3

2
� 1

2

M2
�

X2
�

: (108)

(This can also be seen toOð�m3
l Þ by using Eq. (43) to form

M2
�=X

2
� and M2

K=X
2
� to Oð�m2

l Þ.) An inspection of Fig. 18

shows that the numerical results indeed follow very well
this line, with a gradient of �1=2 and having in the chiral
limit a value of 3=2.

TABLE XVII. The hadron masses. The third column, ‘‘Expt’’, gives the isospin averaged masses. (The �s mass is taken from [34].)
The fourth column, aM=aXS, gives the numerical results from Figs. 18–21. (The aM=aX� values for M�, MK are exact.) The last
column, ‘‘Result’’, has used Eq. (109) to convert the scale to the base scale XN .

Particle Expt[GeV] aM=aXS Result[GeV]

M� ¼ ðM�þ þM�0 þM��Þ=3 ll 0.1380 0:3359� 0.145(1)

MK ¼ MKþ ¼ MK� ls 0.4937 1:2015� 0.518(1)

M�s
ss �0:685 1.668(3) 0.720(3)

M� ¼ M�þ ¼ M�� ll 0.7755 0.9166(73) 0.759(7)

MK� ¼ MK�þ ¼ MK�� ls 0.8917 1.042(4) 0.863(6)

M�s
�M� ss 1.0195 1.184(12) 0.980(11)

MN ¼ ðMp þMnÞ=2 lll 0.9389 0.8313(77) 0.956(9)

M� lls 1.1157 0.9621(142) 1.107(16)

M� ¼ ðM�þ þM�0 þM��Þ=3 lls 1.1932 1.039(5) 1.195(6)

M� ¼ ðM�0 þM��Þ=2 lss 1.3183 1.130(7) 1.300(9)

M� lll 1.232 0.9047(100) 1.269(17)

M�� ¼ ðM��þ þM��0 þM��� Þ=3 lls 1.3846 1.007(7) 1.413(14)

M�� ¼ ðM��0 þM��� Þ=2 lss 1.5334 1.102(11) 1.546(20)

M� ¼ M�� sss 1.6725 1.191(20) 1.670(31)
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FIG. 17 (color online). ð4M� þ 3M�� þ 2M�� þM�Þ=X�,
ð�2M� þM�� þM�Þ=X�, ð4M��5M�� �2M�� þ3M�Þ=X�

and ð�M� þ 3M�� � 3M�� þM�Þ=X� (filled circles) against
�ml together with a constant, linear, quadratic and cubic term in
�ml respectively, as given in Eq. (107). Extrapolated values are
shown as opaque circles. Experimental values are denoted by
stars. The opaque triangle corresponds to a run at the same
ð�l; �sÞ, but on a 243 � 48 lattice rather than a 323 � 64 lattice.
The vertical line is at the value of �ml–�m

�
l obtained from a

quadratic fit to the pseudoscalar octet, Eqs. (43) and (47) as
described in Sec. III and Fig. 18.
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However the graph does tell us that for the fictitious �s

particle, there is very little curvature which, as this is a
constrained fit, must hold for all the pseudoscalar octet
particles, including the fictitious one. We also note that
ratios within the same multiplet do indeed tend to give
cancellation of finite size effects.

In Fig. 19 we plot the vector octet multiplet M�O
=X�

against M2
�=X

2
� for �O ¼ �, K�, �s. Again finite volume

effects tend to cancel in the ratio (normalizing with the
singlet quantity from the same octet) and so both volumes

have again been used in the fit. The combined fit uses
Eqs. (44) and (43) again with the bare quark mass being
an ‘‘internal’’ parameter. Some moderate curvature is now
seen in the extrapolations. Note that as M�s

� M�, the

physical�must indeed be almost a perfect s�s state, i.e. we
almost have ‘‘ideal’’ mixing.
Continuing in Fig. 20 we plot the baryon octet MNO

=XN

for NO ¼ N, �, �, � against M2
�=X

2
� and similarly in

Fig. 21 we plot the corresponding baryon decuplet
M�O

=X� for �O ¼ �, ��, ��, � against M2
�=X

2
�.

Although we have included quadratic terms in the fit, there
is really very little curvature in the results. In both these
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FIG. 19 (color online). M�O
=X� (�O ¼ �, K�, �s) against

M2
�=X

2
� together with the combined fit of Eqs. (44) and (43)

[the dashed lines]. Same notation as in Fig. 18.
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FIG. 20 (color online). MNO
=XN (NO ¼ N, �, �, �) against

M2
�=X

2
� together with the combined fit of Eqs. (45) and (43) [the

dashed lines]. Same notation as in Fig. 18.
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FIG. 21 (color online). M�O
=X� (�O ¼ �, ��,��,�) against

M2
�=X

2
� together with the combined fit of Eqs. (46) and (43).

Same notation as in Fig. 18.
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FIG. 18 (color online). M2
�O
=X2

� (�O ¼ �, K, �s) against
M2

�=X
2
� together with the combined fit of Eq. (43) for both the

323 � 64 and 243 � 48 lattices. The flavor symmetric point
(‘‘sym. pt.’’) when �0 ¼ 0:120 90 is denoted as a red point.
Experimental values are denoted by stars. The opaque triangle
corresponds to a run at the same mass but on a 243 � 48 lattice
rather than 323 � 64.
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pictures the correct ordering of masses is achieved (also the
reverse order behind the symmetric point when we have
heavy l quark masses and light s quark masses). In par-
ticular in Fig. 20 we see that the �–� splitting is correct.
This is a dynamical effect because � and � both have the
same quark content. Also in Fig. 21M�� is indeed constant
as expected.

These results show that the Gell-Mann–Okubo relations
work all the way from the symmetry point to the physical
point.

The masses (using the scale determined by the appro-
priate XS) are given in Table XVII. The results are rather
close to their experimental values. (M�s

is taken from [34]

using a quadratic mass formula and ideal mixing, which is
in agreement with the prediction of LO �PT. However at
present we are effectively using a different scale, XS, for
each multiplet. If we wish to convert these numbers to a
base scale, say XN , then they can be converted using

MSO ¼ aMSO

aXN

� XNj�

¼
�
aMSO

aXS

� XSj�
�
�

�
aXS

aXN

� XN

XS

��������
��
; (109)

where the second factor is given in the last column of
Table XV.6 These numbers are all �1 (within a few per-
cent). However it is to be noted that this causes the largest
discrepancy to the experimental value. So the largest
source of error appears to come from the uncertainty in

the consistency of different flavor singlet quantities used to
determine the common scale.

D. Partially quenched results

We illustrate partial quenching using baryon splittings as
an example. The splittings depend mainly on �s ��l and
only weakly (at second order) on other quark combina-
tions. In the PQ data shown here, we have points with a
large splitting between �s and �l reaching up to points
where �s ��l is equal to its physical value. We can
therefore make partially quenched splitting plots reaching
down to the physical point.
We have generated partially quenched results on

an ensemble with �0 ¼ 0:120 90 and lattice volume
243 � 48. The first baryon octet splitting ‘‘flag’’ diagram,
Fig. 22, shows just the PQ data. The second, Fig. 23, shows
the PQ data in grey, compared with the unitary 243 � 48
data in color. While only to be taken as an illustration, it
shows that the PQ data has the potential to be a good
predictor of real data.
Of course partially quenched data is not a complete

substitute for simulations at the physical point, even for
splittings. If we take the�� N splitting as an example, we
find from Eq. (62),

MN �M� ¼ ðA1 þA2Þð��l ���sÞ
þ ðB1 þB2Þð��2

l ���2
sÞ�B3ð��l ���sÞ2

¼ ðA1 þA2Þð��l ���sÞ
þ ðB1 þB2Þð��l ���sÞð��l þ��sÞ
�B3ð��l ���sÞ2: (110)

If we plot this baryon splitting against the quark mass
splitting (��l � ��s) theA1,A2 andB3 terms give a simple
parabola (as does the B4 term if we consider a splitting

FIG. 23 (color online). A comparison between partially
quenched and full data from 243 � 48 lattices, ðMNO

�M�Þ=
XN versus ðM2

� �M2
KÞ=X2

N . Same notation as in Fig. 22.

FIG. 22 (color online). Partially quenched data, ðMNO
�M�Þ=

XN versus ðM2
� �M2

KÞ=X2
N . The experimental points are denoted

by red stars.

6If using XN there is an additional factor from the setting of
M2

�=X
2
�j� on the x axis,

M2
�

X2
�

��������
��0:1128 ! M2

�

XN

��������
��

�
aXN

aX�

�
2 � 0:1023:

The change in the hadron mass due to this is very small (very
much smaller than the error bar), so we will ignore this here.
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involving the �). However the B1 and B2 terms do not
depend purely on the splitting (��l � ��s), they also
depend on the quark-mass sum (��l þ ��s). Thus the B1

and B2 terms lead to a broadening of data bands in Fig. 22
(two data points with the same value of (��l � ��s) may
have differing values of (��l þ ��s)), and can lead to the
partially quenched data missing the physical point slightly.
Although we reach splittings (��l � ��s) equal to and
even a little larger than the physical quark mass splitting,
we do this with our light valence quark still noticeably
heavier than the real u and d quarks, so ð��l þ ��sÞ>
ð�m�

l þ �m�
sÞ at our end-point. The above argument still

applies (with minor modifications) if we use the partially
quenched meson mass differenceM2

� �M2
K as a substitute

for (��l � ��s) on the figure’s x-axis.

X. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined a programme to systematically ap-
proach the physical point in simulations of QCD with
three flavors starting from a point on the SUð3Þ flavor
symmetric line by keeping the singlet quark mass constant.
As we move from the symmetric point ðmu;md;msÞ ¼
ðm0; m0; m0Þ towards the physical point along our
�m ¼ constant path, the s quark becomes heavier while the
u and d quarks become lighter. These two effects tend to
cancel in any flavor singlet quantity. The cancellation
is perfect at the symmetric point, and we have found
that it remains good down to the lightest points we have
simulated.

Since gluonic properties are also flavor singlet, this
means that all properties of our configurations, from simple
ones such as the plaquette, to more complicated ones such
as the potential and r0, vary slowly along the trajectory.
Compared with other paths, the properties of our configu-
rations are already very close to those at the physical point.
This has many advantages, from technical ones such as the
rapid equilibration when we move to a new mass point, to
physically useful results, such as the closeness between
partially quenched and full physical results. In addition it
also enables the lattice spacing to be determined without an
extrapolation to the physical point, and indeed allows the
consistency of various definitions to be discussed.

The flavor symmetry expansion is developed here, by
classifying up to Oð�m3

qÞ how quark-mass polynomials

behave under the S3 permutation group and the SUð3Þ
flavor group, leading to Table III, given for 1þ 1þ 1
quark flavors. We also show that for nonchiral (e.g. clover)
fermions, where we have different renormalization for the
singlet and nonsinglet pieces and also have OðaÞ improve-
ment, that all the additional terms that appear are just these
mass polynomials. In Sec. II E we classify the hadron mass
matrices, and show that certain combinations, for example,
the Coleman-Glashow relation, have only small violations
(in terms of the quark mass).

Turning now to 2þ 1 quark flavors, we have found that
the flavor symmetry expansion (again when holding the
average quark mass, �m, constant) leads to highly con-
strained extrapolations (i.e. fits) for nonsinglet quantities,
such as hadronic masses here, and reduce the number of
free parameters drastically. (There is a short discussion of
this point at the end of Sec. II C and in Sec. IVD.) It is also
to be noted that a 2þ 1 simulation is sufficient to deter-
mine most of the expansion coefficients for the 1þ 1þ 1
case (one exception being the particle at the center of the
octet multiplet).
In Sec. V we discussed the relationship of the flavor

symmetry expansion to the chiral perturbation expansion.
Lattice simulations are at somewhat large pion masses
which juxtaposes well with the flavor symmetry expansion
presented here, while chiral perturbation theory is an ex-
pansion about a zero pion mass which lattice simulations
strive to reach. In Sec. V we give, as an example, the
relationship between these expansions for the pseudoscalar
octet.We also briefly discuss how a chiral singularity would
show up in the flavor symmetric expansion and show that at
large n the coefficient would drop like a higher power in
1=n. (In practice this would be difficult to determine.)
We have also extended these results in Sec. IV to the

partially quenched case (when the masses of the valence
quarks do not have to be the same as the sea quark masses,
but we still have the constraint for the sea quarks that �m
remains constant). In general we have shown (at least to
quadratic quark mass order) that the number of expansion
coefficients does not increase. Thus a (cheaper) simulation
with partially quenched hadron masses may potentially be
of help in determining these coefficients. We also show that
on the trajectory �m ¼ constant the partially quenched error
vanishes.
In Secs. VI, VII, VIII, and IX numerical results are

presented. We first locate in Sec. IXA a suitable point on
the flavor symmetric line, which we take as our initial point
for the trajectory �m ¼ constant. This path can be compared
with the trajectory from other collaborations. In Fig. 24
we show the left panel of Fig. 11 again together with
results from the PACS-CS Collaboration, [35] and the HS
Collaboration, [36]. The strategy of the HS Collaboration
was to keep the strange quark mass constant (by consider-
ing ð2M2

K �M2
�Þ=M2

� versus M2
�=M

2
�, the ‘‘JLAB’’ plot).

We see that their points are indeed approximately constant
on our plot.
We then show numerically that flavor singlet quantities,

aXS (S ¼ �, N, � and �) remain constant on the path
�m ¼ constant. As the linear term is not present, this is a
sensitive test of the presence of higher order terms in the
flavor symmetry expansion and indicates that they appear
to be small. This also allows an estimation of the scale, a,
and a discussion of its consistency. As can be seen from
Fig. 24 our trajectory does not reach the physical point
exactly. This is reflected in the fact that different definitions
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of the scale in Table XV (last column) give results varying
by a few percent.

Results for the hadron mass spectrum are then shown.
Numerically we first see a mass hierarchy, which confirms
our theoretical expectation from the flavor symmetric ex-
pansion. A series of ‘‘fan’’ plots for the various multiplets
are then given, with fits which use the flavor symmetric
expansion and show that indeed all fits for the pseudosca-
lar, vector and baryon octets and baryon decuplet are
highly linear. The higher order terms are very small—one
early hint of this is the fact that the Gell-Mann–Okubo
relations work so well for hadron masses. We also note that
simulations with a ‘‘light’’ strange quark mass and heavy
‘‘light’’ quark mass are possible—here the right-most
points in Figs. 18–21. In this inverted strange world we
would expect the weak interaction decays p ! � or �.

In Fig. 25 we plot the results from Table XVII and
compare them with the experimental results (also given
in this table) for the octet and decuplet hadron multiplets.
This means that our physical input necessary to determine
the hadron mass spectrum is �0 (i.e. ideally the value
corresponding to �mR ¼ �mR�), together with m2

�=X
2
�j�

and XNj�.
Exploratory partially quenched results for the baryon

octet spectrum are shown, using the heavier 243 � 48
data. It is illustrated that they contain useful information
and allow for the possibility that partially quenched results
can help in the determination of coefficients in the flavor

symmetry expansion. (We plan to discuss this further
in [18].)
We are also applying this method to the computation of

matrix elements, [37], some initial numerical results are
given in [38–40].
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APPENDIX A: THE PERMUTATION GROUP S3

If we have three quarks u, d and s with different masses,
physics should be unchanged if we simply permute the
names we give to the quarks. The permutation group is not
the complete symmetry group—for example we could also
perform Uð1Þ phase rotations on any particular quark
flavor—but it is already enough to tell us something useful.
The permutation group of 3 objects, S3, is the same as the
symmetry group of an equilateral triangle, C3v. There are
6 group operations
(1) The identity

u ! u; d ! d; s ! s; (A1)

π K ηs ρ K* φs N Λ Σ Ξ ∆ Σ* Ξ* Ω
0
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M
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FIG. 25 (color online). The masses of the octet and decuplet
multiplets as given in Table XVII using XN to determine the
scale, together with the experimental values (short horizontal
lines).
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FIG. 24 (color online). ð2M2
K �M2

�Þ=X2
N versus M2

�=X
2
� for

�0 ¼ 0:120 90. The dashed black line, y ¼ x represents the
SUð3Þ flavor symmetric line. Filled violet circles are on
323 � 64 lattices while open violet circles are on a 243 � 48
sized lattice. Shown are also points on the flavor symmetric line
(open and filled orange circles). The fits are from Eq. (98).
Results from the PACS-CS Collaboration, [35] and the HS
Collaboration, [36] are given by cyan colored squares and
magenta colored diamonds, respectively. The physical value is
denoted by a (red) star.
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(2) Two cyclic permutations

u ! d; d ! s; s ! u and

u ! s; s ! d; d ! u; (A2)

which correspond to rotations of the triangle
through 
120o, and for a diagram in the I3 � Y
plane rotations through 
120o.

(3) Three pair interchanges

u $ d; s ! s;

u $ s; d ! d;

d $ s; u ! u;

(A3)

which correspond to the 3 reflection symmetries of
the triangle, and reflections of a diagram in the
I3 � Y plane.

If an equation is to respect flavor blindness, both sides of
the equation should transform the same way under all 6
operations. The representations of the group allow us to
arrange for this to hold.

The permutation group S3 is a subgroup of SUð3Þ and
has 3 irreducible representations [6]: two different singlets,
A1 and A2; and a doublet E. The group properties of these
are briefly summarised in Table I and discussed at greater
length below.

1. Singlet representation A1

The representation A1, the trivial representation, in-
cludes objects which are invariant under all 6 group
operations. Examples include gluonic quantities, such as
glueball masses, r0, VðrÞ, as well as certain averages over
hadron multiplets. (We shall collectively denote these
objects by X.) Examples of quark mass polynomials with
A1 symmetry (complete up to Oðm3

qÞ) are
1

�m

�m2; �m2
u þ�m2

d þ�m2
s

�m3; �mð�m2
u þ�m2

d þ�m2
sÞ; �mu�md�ms;

(A4)

and linear combinations of these. These are the 7
polynomials of symmetry A1 listed in Table III, the only
change is that in the table we have made the replacement
�m ! ð �m�m0Þ, appropriate for a Taylor expansion about
the point ðm0; m0; m0Þ. Any other completely symmetric
polynomial is a linear combination of these, for example

m3
u þm3

d þm3
s ¼ 3 �m3 þ 3 �mð�m2

u þ �m2
d þ �m2

sÞ
þ 3�mu�md�ms: (A5)

2. Singlet representation A2

This consists of objects which are invariant under cyclic
quark permutations (triangle rotations), but which change

sign under pair exchanges (reflections). A2 quantities
automatically vanish if any two quark masses are the
same. The lowest A2 quantity for quark masses is Oðm3

qÞ,
mum

2
s �mdm

2
s þm2

dms �m2
ums þm2

umd �m2
dmu

¼ ð�ms ��muÞð�ms ��mdÞð�mu ��mdÞ: (A6)

Baryon mass combinations with A2 symmetry are

Mn �Mp �M�� þM�þ þM�� �M�0 ; (A7)

and the corresponding decuplet quantity, with the p and n
replaced by �þ and �0, namely M�þ �M�0 þM��� �
M��þ þM��0 �M��� . Because particle and antiparticle
have the same mass, the mesonic analogue of Eq. (A7)
vanishes.
Group theory tells us that in a 1þ 1þ 1 flavor world,

the splitting, Eq. (A7) would be proportional to Eq. (A6)
and terms of even higher order in mq (neglecting electro-

magnetic effects).

3. Doublet representation E

By considering A2 we have found a mass splitting for-
mula for the 1þ 1þ 1 case, but by looking at the doublet
E we are able to find some more formulae valid for the
2þ 1 case which is of more interest for this work.
The E representation has two states, which mix under

the cyclic permutations. We can choose to make one state
of the doublet even under the reflection u $ d, and the
other state odd. (We could just as well choose any inter-
change to classify our states, but it makes best sense to
choose u $ d, because the hadronic universe is almost
invariant under that operation.) We have called the even
member of the doublet Eþ, the odd member E�. (There
does not appear to be a standard notation.)
An example of an E doublet would be the states

1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2jsi � jui � jdiÞ and
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðjui � jdiÞ: (A8)

It is easily checked that under any group operation they just
mix with each other, for example, under the cyclic opera-
tion u ! d, d ! s, s ! u:

1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2jsi � jui � jdiÞ ! 1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2jui � jdi � jsiÞ

¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
2

1ffiffiffi
2

p ðjui � jdiÞ

� 1

2

1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2jsi � jui � jdiÞ (A9)

and so on. In other words, the matrix for a cyclic permu-
tation has the form

R ¼ cos�  sin�

 sin� cos�

� �
(A10)

with � ¼ 120o.
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Quark mass terms with E doublet symmetry are

	
1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2ms �mu �mdÞ; 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðmu �mdÞ



	
1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2m2
s �m2

u �m2
dÞ;

1ffiffiffi
2

p ðm2
u �m2

dÞ



	
1ffiffiffi
6

p ðmums þmdms � 2mumdÞ; 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðmums �mdmsÞ



	
1ffiffiffi
6

p ð2m3
s �m3

u �m3
dÞ;

1ffiffiffi
2

p ðm3
u �m3

dÞ



	
1

2
ðmum

2
s þmdm

2
s �m2

umd �mum
2
dÞ;

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
12

p ðmum
2
s þmdm

2
s þ 2m2

ums � 2m2
dms þm2

umd þmum
2
dÞ



	
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
12

p ðmum
2
s þmdm

2
s � 2m2

ums � 2m2
dms þm2

umd þmum
2
dÞ;

1

2
ð�mum

2
s þmdm

2
s þm2

umd �mum
2
dÞ



(A11)

The normalizations and phases have been chosen so that
each pair transforms in the same way as Eq. (A8) under all
group operations, i.e. the matrices which represent the
group operations are the same for every pair.

APPENDIX B: SOME GROUP THEORY

If the three quarks have equal masses, the QCD
Lagrangian is invariant under a global Uð1Þ transformation
of the quark fields

c ! ei�c ; �c ! �c e�i�; (B1)

(corresponding to baryon number conservation) and a
global SUð3Þ flavor transformation

c ! Uc ; �c ! �cUy; (B2)

with U a unitary matrix with determinant 1.
If the quarks are all given different masses we still have

the freedom to change the phase of each flavor separately,
without changing the action, so we have conserved currents
for each of the three flavors, and three independent Uð1Þ
symmetries.

When the quarks have different masses, flavor SUð3Þ is
no longer a symmetry of the action, a global SUð3Þ rotation
no longer leaves the action unchanged, but we can still use
SUð3Þ to understand the action.

An analogy of our argument comes from ordinary
mechanics or quantum mechanics. If we have a quantum
mechanical problem which is not rotationally symmetric
we lose the conservation of angular momentum. But we do
still have the property that if we rotate the Hamiltonian,H,
to give a new problem, with the HamiltonianH0 � H, then
the eigenfunctions of the new Hamiltonian H0 can be
obtained by rotating the eigenfunctions of the original
problem. In the case of broken flavor symmetry, imposing
this (nearly trivial) condition will constrain the way in
which hadron masses can depend on quark masses.

Consider the transformation of the quark mass matrix

M ! UMUy � M0; (B3)

(the flavor analogue of a global gauge rotation in color).
The quarks may have different masses, M0 � M,
although they are physically equivalent in the sense that
the two matrices have the same eigenvalues, but the eigen-
vectors are rotated

c 0 ¼ Uc ; �c 0 ¼ �cUy: (B4)

Let us now use these definitions to investigate the group
properties of mass polynomials.

1. Flavor permutations, S3, as a subgroup of SUð3Þ
We want to concentrate initially on a set of SUð3Þ

matrices which map a diagonal mass matrix to another
diagonal matrix when used in Eq. (B3). These are
(i) the identity matrix,

I ¼
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
@

1
A (B5)

(ii) the cyclic permutations of the quark flavors,

0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0

0
BB@

1
CCA¼ exp

8><
>:i

2�

3
ffiffiffi
3

p
0 i �i

�i 0 i

i �i 0

0
BB@

1
CCA
9>=
>;

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA¼ exp

8><
>:�i

2�

3
ffiffiffi
3

p
0 i �i

�i 0 i

i �i 0

0
BB@

1
CCA
9>=
>;

(B6)
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(iii) pair interchanges,

0 �1 0

�1 0 0

0 0 �1

0
BB@

1
CCA¼ exp

8><
>:i

�

2

1 1 0

1 1 0

0 0 �2

0
BB@

1
CCA
9>=
>;

0 0 �1

0 �1 0

�1 0 0

0
BB@

1
CCA¼ exp

8><
>:i

�

2

1 0 1

0 �2 0

1 0 1

0
BB@

1
CCA
9>=
>;

�1 0 0

0 0 �1

0 �1 0

0
BB@

1
CCA¼ exp

8><
>:i

�

2

�2 0 0

0 1 1

0 1 1

0
BB@

1
CCA
9>=
>;

(B7)

Note that when we interchange a quark pair, we also
have to change the sign of the quarks, to keep the deter-
minant equal to 1, as required for a matrix in SUð3Þ. These
six matrices are all unitary with determinant 1, so they are
all members of SUð3Þ. We have also shown that all the
matrices can be written in the canonical SUð3Þ form
expfiP �j�jg. These matrices form a closed set under

multiplication, with a multiplication table matching that
of the group S3, showing that the symmetries of the equi-
lateral triangle are a subgroup of SUð3Þ.

2. Group classification of quark mass polynomials

This subsection explains how the final column of
Table III was calculated.

We can establish many useful results from the S3 sub-
group, but it has its limitations, it does not connect particles
in different permutation sets, see Fig. 4. By considering S3
alone we cannot write down a formula for the mass differ-
ence between the�0 and��, we cannot even show that the
two particles have the same mass in the 2þ 1 case. To go
further we need to consider the full SUð3Þ group, even
though this will involve operations which make the mass
matrix nondiagonal.

We can write any SUð3Þ rotation as a matrix of the form

U ¼ exp

	
i
X8
j¼1

�j�j



; (B8)

where the �j are the 8 Gell-Mann matrices (and �j are real

parameters). Here we only need to consider infinitesimal
transformations

M ! UMUy ¼ Mþ i
X8
j¼1

�jð�jM�M�jÞ

¼ Mþ i
X8
j¼1

�j½�j;M�: (B9)

We write

O jc ¼ �jc Oj
�c ¼ � �c�j OjM ¼ ½�j;M�;

(B10)

to represent the action of the eight generators of SUð3Þ on
spinors and on matrices. The eight operators Oj are analo-

gous to the three operators Jj in angular momentum.

In SUð2Þ we use the eigenvalues of the operator

J2 ¼ X3
j¼1

J2j ; (B11)

to identify the irreducible representations of angular mo-
mentum. Similarly in SUð3Þ we can use the eigenvalues of
the quadratic Casimir operator [9,10]

C ¼ 1

4

X8
j¼1

O2
j ; (B12)

to identify irreducible representations of SUð3Þ. (The fac-
tor 1

4 is a conventional normalization.) Acting on a matrix

CM ¼ 1

4

X8
j¼1

½�j; ½�j;M��

¼ 1

4

X8
j¼1

ð�2
jM� 2�jM�j þM�2

j Þ: (B13)

We can now begin classifying polynomial functions
of M.
At first order, where we have linear functions of mass

and M can be decomposed as

M ¼ I
1

3
Tr½M� þ X8

j¼1

�j

1

2
Tr½�jM�; (B14)

it is simple. We have

Tr ½M� ¼ M11 þM22 þM33; (B15)

which does not change under SUð3Þ transformations, so it
is singlet.
The other elements of M can be assigned quantum

numbers. For example M21 takes a u quark and changes
it to a d, so it has I3 ¼ �1 and hypercharge Y ¼ 0. The 6
off-diagonal elements of M form the outer ring of the
octet, see, for example, Fig. 2. The two central elements of
the octet are the combinations

2M33 �M11 �M22 / Tr½�8M�
M11 �M22 / Tr½�3M�:

(B16)

These both have I3 ¼ Y ¼ 0. We can check that both are
eigenstates of the Casimir operator, with eigenvalue 3,
showing that both are pure octet quantities. If we make
the substitutions

M 11 ! mu; M22 ! md; M33 ! ms; (B17)
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we see that the quantities Eqs. (B15) and (B16) are pro-
portional to the three linear polynomials in Table III, with
the SUð3Þ assignments given from their behavior when
operated on by the Casimir operator.

It gets more interesting at second order. ðTr½M�Þ2 and
Tr½M2� are both flavor singlet functions of the mass
matrix. It is more convenient to work with the linear
combinations

ðTr½M�Þ2; 3Tr½M2� � ðTr½M�Þ2; (B18)

where we have chosen the coefficients so that the second
combination will be zero at the SUð3Þ symmetric point. At
second order we should be able to construct functions of
the mass matrix that are in the 1, 8 and 27 representations.
One way of constructing a quantity that is purely 27-plet is
by using the Casimir operator. If we take an arbitrary
quadratic function of M it will usually be a mixture of
all three representations. If we multiply by

ðC� 3ÞC; (B19)

C will cancel the singlet part, (C� 3) will eliminate the
octet part (see Table XVIII), so the operator Eq. (B19)
leaves a pure 27-plet function ofM. Using the eigenvalues
in Table XVIII we can construct similar operators to
project out objects in the other representations of SUð3Þ.
Of course it would be tedious to do this by hand: we have
programmed the group operations in MATHEMATICA so that
the group theory can be done more easily and rapidly.

Another useful technique is to use the raising and low-
ering operators I
, U
, V
 [42] to move around within a
multiplet. Once we have one state in a multiplet, these
operators allow us to construct all the other states. Because
infinitesimal SUð3Þ operations do not preserve diagonality,
a typical eigenstate of the Casimir operator will involve
all nine elements of the quark mass matrix M, not just
the three diagonal elements. For example, if we explicitly
write out the SUð3Þ singlet quantity 3Tr½M2� � ðTr½M�Þ2
in Eq. (B18) it is

P1 ¼ 2M11M11 þ 2M22M22 þ 2M33M33

þ 6M12M21 þ 6M13M31 þ 6M23M32

� 2M11M22 � 2M11M33 � 2M22M33: (B20)

We can use the techniques discussed in this section to write
down a pure SUð3Þ 27-plet quantity, with the same S3
properties as Eq. (B20); the result is

PA1

27 ¼ M11M11 þM22M22 þM33M33 �M12M21

�M13M31 �M23M32 �M11M22

�M11M33 �M22M33: (B21)

Expressed this way, the 27-plet and singlet are clearly
different functions of the full 9-element mass matrix.
However, if we just consider a diagonal mass matrix,
Mij ¼ 0 if i � j, M11 ¼ mu, M22 ¼ md, M33 ¼ ms

then the quantities become indistinguishable:

P1 ! 2ðm2
u þm2

d þm2
s �mumd �mums �mdmsÞ

¼ 3ð�m2
u þ�m2

dþ�m2
sÞ

PA1

27 !m2
u þm2

d þm2
s �mumd �mums �mdms

¼ 3

2
ð�m2

u þ�m2
dþ�m2

sÞ: (B22)

Both collapse to the same quark mass polynomial, �m2
u þ

�m2
d þ �m2

s , so this polynomial is allowed to appear in

equations for singlet and 27-plet physical quantities, but
not in equations for any other SUð3Þ representation. This
polynomial is recorded in Table III with the symmetry
representations A1 and 1 or 27.
We can continue and use the methods of this subsection

to classify all polynomials up to cubic order, the results are
recorded in Table III.

3. Matrix representations of SUð3Þ
To construct hadron mass matrices for octet and decuplet

hadrons we need to analyze 8� 8 and 10� 10matrices by
their S3 and SUð3Þ properties.
To get started we need to construct 8� 8 and 10� 10

representations of the SUð3Þ generators. We can do this by
considering the known behavior of the hadron multiplets
under the SUð2Þ subgroups, isospin I, U spin and V spin,
and the hypercharge, Y, [42]:

�1 ¼ 2I1 �2 ¼ 2I2 �3 ¼ 2I3 �4 ¼ 2V1

�5 ¼ 2V2 �6 ¼ 2U1 �7 ¼ 2U2 �8 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
Y:

(B23)

These 8� 8 or 10� 10 � matrices have the same commu-
tation relations as the usual 3� 3 matrices

½�i; �j� ¼ 2ifijk�k: (B24)

Once we have the eight �matrices for our hadron multiplet
we can use Eq. (B13) to classify any other matrices. For the
hadron mass matrices, we need all the flavor-conserving
matrices. For the decuplet mass matrix these are all diago-
nal matrices; but for the octet mass matrix they can include
some off-diagonal elements, because the �0 and � have
the same flavor quantum numbers. Our results for the
decuplet and octet matrices are given in Tables IV and V.
We have other methods of constructing the matrix rep-

resentations of SUð3Þ. In addition to the Casimir projection
method sketched here, we can start with one matrix which

TABLE XVIII. The eigenvalues of the quadratic Casimir op-
erator, C, Eq. (B12), for the SUð3Þ representations needed in this
article.

Representation 1 8 10 10 27 64

Casimir eigenvalue 0 3 6 6 8 15
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belongs to a known SUð3Þ representation, and then build
all the other matrices in that representation by repeatedly
acting with raising and lowering operators. For example, in
the decuplet case we know that the 10� 10 matrix

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

; (B25)

must be a pure 64-plet, because it interchanges the �� and
the��, which changes strangeness by
3. From Fig. 7 we

see that the 64-plet is the only representation in 10 � 10
that can change strangeness by 3 units. Starting from the
matrix in Eq. (B25) we can construct a set of 64 matrices
which transform amongst themselves under all group op-
erations Eq. (B10).

Once we have classified all the 10� 10 and 8� 8
matrices according to their SUð3Þ and S3 behavior, we
can read off the rows of Tables IV and V. For example,
knowing that the following 8� 8 matrix is an octet with
symmetry E� gives the fifth row of Table V,

�1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2ffiffi
3

p 0 0 0

0 0 0 2ffiffi
3

p 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

: (B26)

4. Hadron mass matrices

We describe the hadron masses via a hadron mass
matrix H , a 10� 10 matrix for the decuplet baryons, an
8� 8 matrix for octet baryons or mesons.

If the different quark flavors have different masses, a
global SUð3Þ rotation of the quark mass matrix, Eq. (B3),
leads to a change in the quark mass matrix,M ! M0, but
does not change the eigenvalues of the matrix, or the
essential physics of the situation.

What will be the effect of a flavor rotation of the quark
Lagrangian on a hadronic mass matrix H ?

If we are considering a Taylor expansion for hadronic
masses, all the elements of H will be polynomials of the
elements in the quark mass matrix, Mij. Flavor blindness

requires that we still get equivalent physics when we
change Mij ! M0

ij, i.e. that the eigenvalues of H are

unchanged, and the eigenvectors of H rotate according to
Eq. (B4). Writing this as an equation,

H 0 � H ðM0
ijÞ ¼ UH ðMijÞUy: (B27)

Using the unitarity of U we can rewrite this as an invari-
ance condition,

UyH ðM0
ijÞU ¼ H ðMijÞ: (B28)

The effect of changingM toM0 can be exactly cancelled
by the effect of an SUð3Þ rotation on H .
To construct an invariant matrix satisfying Eq. (B28)

we have to pair up matrices of known symmetry, con-
structed as described in Appendix B 3, with M polyno-
mials of known symmetry, constructed using the methods
of Appendix B 2. This gives us a hadron mass matrix of the
form

H ¼Xðsingletmass polynomialÞ�ðsingletmatrixÞ

þXðoctetmass polynomialÞ�ðoctetmatrixÞ

þXð27-plet mass polynomialÞ�ð27-pletmatrixÞ

þ��� (B29)

To give an SUð2Þ analogy, we can make a rotationally
invariant system (i.e. a system with total spin zero), by
coupling together two particles with the same J, but not
by coupling together two particles with different J.
Similarly, to give a hadron mass matrix under the SUð3Þ
operation, Eq. (B28), we must give every matrix a coeffi-
cient of the same symmetry, as shown schematically in
Eq. (B29).
Once we have (with the help of MATHEMATICA),

constructed the most general matrix satisfying Eq. (B28),
we make the substitutions M11 ! mu, M22 ! md,
M33 ! ms, and Mij ! 0 if i � j to get mass formulae

for all the hadrons.
We now consider an example. In Table VI we list the

6 matrices which can occur in the octet meson mass matrix
in the 1þ 1þ 1 flavor case. In the 2þ 1 flavor case
(mu ¼ md) the two E� matrices drop out, because their
coefficients must be odd under the exchange u $ d, leav-
ing just 4 matrices which can contribute. We calculate the
most general form of the meson mass matrix, by demand-
ing that it is invariant under SUð3Þ rotations, Eq. (B28), and
find that in the 2þ 1 case with �m ¼ constant we get
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H ¼ ðM2
0 þ b1�m

2
l Þ

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

þ ða8�ml þ b8�m
2
l Þ

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �2 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 �2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

þ 5b27�m
2
l

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 �3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

þ 4b27�m
2
l

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 �3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 �2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

(B30)

keeping terms up to quadratic order. From this we read off

M2
� ¼ M2

0 � 2a8�ml þ ðb1 � 2b8 � 3b27Þ�m2
l

M2
K ¼ M2

0 þ a8�ml þ ðb1 þ b8 þ 9b27Þ�m2
l

M2
�8

¼ M2
0 þ 2a8�ml þ ðb1 þ 2b8 � 27b27Þ�m2

l :

(B31)

We can check that these equations are consistent with
Table XII:

3M2
� þ 4M2

K þM2
�8

¼ 8ðM2
0 þ b1�m

2
l Þ

�3M2
� þ 2M2

K þM2
�8

¼ 10ða8�ml þ b8�m
2
l Þ

�M2
� þ 4M2

K � 3M2
�8

¼ 120b27�m
2
l :

(B32)

An alternative method, as discussed in Sec. III, would be to
start from the simultaneous equations in Eq. (B32) and
solve the system to derive Eq. (B31). Note that in Eq. (43)
we have also rewritten the results in a form to agree with
the notation of the partially quenched results, so a8 ¼ ��
and

b1 ¼ �0 þ 4�1 þ 6�2 þ 1
8�3

b8 ¼ �1 þ 3�2 þ 1
10�3

b27 ¼ � 1
40�3:

(B33)

APPENDIX C: COORDINATE CHOICE FOR
PARTIALLY QUENCHED FORMULAE

It is often convenient to plot quantities against the
pseudoscalar meson mass squared, because then we
know better the location of the physical point and the chiral
limit. If we do want to use pseudoscalar mesons, the best

choice is to replace the light sea quark by the full (non
partially quenched) pion, the light valence quark by the
partially quenched pion, and to replace the valence strange
quark mass by the partially quenched �svalsval meson
(the ‘‘strange pion’’), which we call the �s. This is a
particle that does not exist in the real world, but which
we can measure in the partially quenched channel.
Determining the valence s quark mass from the kaon has
disadvantages, as we shall shortly see.
We introduce the mesonic variables

x�M2
�full �M2

�j0 ¼ 2��ml þ�0�m
2
l þ 2�1�m

2
l

y�M2
�PQ �M2

�j0 ¼ 2���l þ�0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
l

z�M2
�s
�M2

�j0 ¼ 2���s þ�0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
s ;

(C1)

keeping terms up to second order in the quark masses.
In terms of these variables the decuplet mass formulae
Eq. (53) become

M�¼M0þ3 ~Ayþ ~B0x
2þ3 ~B1y

2

M�� ¼M0þ ~Að2yþzÞþ ~B0x
2þ ~B1ð2y2þz2Þþ ~B2ðz�yÞ2

M�� ¼M0þ ~Aðyþ2zÞþ ~B0x
2þ ~B1ðy2þ2z2Þþ ~B2ðz�yÞ2

M�¼M0þ3 ~Azþ ~B0x
2þ3 ~B1z

2; (C2)

with

~A � A

2�
~B0 � 2�B0 � 3A�0

8�3

~B1 � �B1 � A�1

4�3
~B2 � B2

4�2
:

(C3)
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The form of Eq. (C2) exactly repeats the form of Eq. (53),
but the new constants involve a combination of curvature
terms from the pion mass equation and from the baryon
mass equation.

Suppose we use the PQ kaon mass (instead of the strange
pion) to represent the strange quark mass, i.e. we replace z
defined in Eq. (C1) by

w � 2M2
KPQ �M2

�PQ �M2
�full

¼ 2���s þ �0�m
2
l þ 2�1��

2
s þ 2�2ð��s � ��lÞ2:

(C4)

At first order, w is just as good as z, but if we are interested
in curvature, it is less suitable, because at second order
it involves both the valence s and the valence l, unlike
Eq. (C1). Using w instead of z, the decuplet mass formulae
become

M�¼M0þ3 ~Ayþ ~B0x
2þ3 ~B1y

2

M�� ¼M0þ ~Að2yþwÞþ ~B0x
2þ ~B1ð2y2þw2Þ

þ ~B2ðw�yÞ2þ ~BXðw�yÞ2
M�� ¼M0þ ~Aðyþ2wÞþ ~B0x

2þ ~B1ðy2þ2w2Þ
þ ~B2ðw�yÞ2þ2 ~BXðw�yÞ2

M�¼M0þ3 ~Awþ ~B0x
2þ3 ~B1w

2þ3 ~BXðw�yÞ2; (C5)

with ~A, ~B0, ~B1, ~B2 defined as in Eq. (C3), but with an extra
curvature coefficient

~B X ¼ �A�2

4�3
; (C6)

so one fit constraint is lost (or deeply hidden) if we use the
kaon mass to represent the strange mass.

Finally, we want to relate the partially quenched fit to
the unitary results, on our trajectory 1

3 ð2ml þmsÞ ¼ m0. If

we use bare quark masses as our coordinates, we do this by
using the substitutions

��l ! �ml; ��s ! �2�ml; (C7)

giving

M� ¼ M0 þ 3A�ml þ ½B0 þ 3B1��m2
l

M�� ¼ M0 þ ½B0 þ 6B1 þ 9B2��m2
l

M�� ¼ M0 � 3A�ml þ ½B0 þ 9B1 þ 9B2��m2
l

M� ¼ M0 � 6A�ml þ ½B0 þ 12B1��m2
l :

(C8)

However, if we use meson-based coordinates, such as
Eq. (C1), the mapping back to the unitary result is more
complicated,

y ! x z ! �2xþ 3ð�0 þ 4�1Þ
4�2

x2: (C9)

The mapping from z, our measure of the strange
quark mass, back to x is complicated by a second order
term. The reason is clear. On our trajectory, the relation
2�ml þ �ms ¼ 0 is made exactly true for bare lattice
quark masses, while the meson mass relations
2M2

� þM2
�s

� constant or 2M2
K þM2

� � constant are

only true to leading order. Thus in conclusion if we are
considering the curvature terms it is definitely better to use
(bare) lattice quark masses as the coordinates.

APPENDIX D: THE ACTION

The particular clover action used here has a single
iterated mild stout smearing, [43] for the hopping terms
together with thin links for the clover term (this ensures
that the fermion matrix does not become too extended).
Together with the (tree level) Symanzik improved gluon
action this gives

S ¼ SG þ SFu þ SFd þ SFs; (D1)

with the gluon action

SG ¼ 6

g20

	
c0

X
Plaquette

1

3
ReTrð1�UPlaquetteÞ

þ c1
X

Rectangle

1

3
ReTrð1�URectangleÞ



; (D2)

and

� ¼ 6c0
g20

¼ 10

g20
and c0 ¼ 20

12
; c1 ¼ � 1

12
: (D3)

For each flavor the Wilson-Dirac fermion action is

SFq ¼
X
x

	
1

2

X
�

½ �qðxÞð	� � 1Þ ~U�ðxÞqðxþ a�̂Þ

� �qðxÞð	� þ 1Þ ~Uy
�ðx� a�̂Þqðx� a�̂Þ�

þ 1

2�q

�qðxÞqðxÞ � 1

4
acsw

X
��

�qðxÞ��F��ðxÞqðxÞ


;

(D4)

where F is the ‘‘clover’’ field strength, necessary for OðaÞ
improvement. As the up and down quarks are always taken
here as mass degenerate we have �u ¼ �d � �l.
To keep the action highly local, the hopping terms use a

stout smeared link (‘‘fat link’’) with � ¼ 0:1 ‘‘mild
smearing’’ for the Dirac kinetic term and Wilson mass
term,

~U�ðxÞ ¼ expfiQ�ðxÞgU�ðxÞ
Q� ¼ �

2i

�
V�U

y
� �U�V

y
� � 1

3
TrðV�U

y
� �U�V

y
�Þ
�
;

(D5)
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where V�ðxÞ is the sum of all staples around U�ðxÞ. The
clover term is built from thin links as it is already of length
4a and, as previously mentioned, we do not want the
fermion matrix to become too extended. Stout smearing
is analytic and so a derivative can be taken (so the HMC
force is well defined) and also allows for perturbative
expansions [44].

The clover coefficient, csw, has recently been nonper-
turbatively fixed, [22], by requiring that the axial Ward
identity quark mass determined in several different ways
is the same. A sensitive way of achieving this is the
Schrödinger functional formalism. Further details of our
results may be found in [22]. csw is determined for 3 mass
degenerate or SUð3Þ flavor symmetric quarks (where �l ¼
�s � �0) in the chiral limit. A 5th order polynomial in g20
interpolating between the numerically determined cswðg0Þ
points was found to be [22]

c�swðg0Þ ¼ 1þ 0:269 041g20 þ 0:299 10g40 � 0:114 91g60

� 0:200 03g80 þ 0:153 59g100 : (D6)

(This interpolation function is constrained to reproduce the
Oðg20Þ perturbative results, [44], in the � ! 1 limit and

therefore has four free fit parameters.) We take this result to
define csw for a given �.

Improving one on-shell quantity toOða2Þ (here the axial
Ward identity quark mass) fixes cswðg20Þ and then all

masses are automatically improved to Oða2Þ,
MH

MH0
ðaÞ ¼ MH

MH0
ð0Þ þOða2Þ; (D7)

rather than just to OðaÞ. Operators in general require
further OðaÞ operators together with associated improve-
ment coefficients to ensureOðaÞ-improvement for physical
on-shell quantities.

This determination of csw via the Schrödinger functional
formalism also provides an estimate for the critical �0,
[22], of

�0;cðg0Þ ¼ 1
8½1þ 0:002 391g20 þ 0:012 247 0g40

� 0:052 567 6g60 þ 0:066 819 7g80

� 0:024 280 0g100 �: (D8)

(Again this interpolation function is constrained to repro-
duce the Oðg20Þ perturbative results, [44], in the � ! 1
limit. The errors for c�sw from the fit are estimated to be
about 0.4% while for ��

c we have 0.02% at � ¼ 14:0 rising
to 0.15% at � ¼ 5:10.)
The simulations only need knowledge of csw to proceed;

however it is useful to check consistency between different
determinations of �0;c (via the Schrödinger functional or

the pseudoscalar mass). For � ¼ 5:50 then using Eq. (D8)
we find �0;c ¼ 0:120 996 (the direct simulation result is

�0;c ¼ 0:121 125ð330Þ, [22]). This is to be compared with

the estimation in Sec. VIII B which is quite close. (It
should also be noted that different determinations should
only agree up to Oða2Þ effects.)

APPENDIX E: HADRON MASSES

We collect here in Tables XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII,
XXIV, XXV, XXVI, and XXVII values of the pseudoscalar
octet, vector octet, baryon octet and baryon decuplet
masses. In Table XIX we give values along the flavor
symmetric line (�l ¼ �s ¼ �0), while in Tables XX,
XXI, XXII, and XXIII and in Tables XXIV, XXV, XXVI,
and XXVII we give results for �0 ¼ 0:120 90 and
�0 ¼ 0:120 92, respectively, while keeping �m ¼ constant,
Eq. (85).
In Tables XXVIII, XXIX, and XXX we give the ratios

(i.e. hadron octet or decuplet masses normalized with their
center of mass).
The data sets are roughly �Oð2000Þ trajectories for the

243 � 48 lattices andOð1500Þ–Oð2000Þ trajectories for the
323 � 64 lattices (with the exception for the �0 ¼ 0:120 95
results which are �Oð500Þ trajectories). The errors are all
taken from a bootstrap analysis of the ratio (which often
enables a smaller error to be given for the ratios than
simply using error propagation).

TABLE XIX. The results for the hadrons on the symmetric line, aM�, aM�, aMN and aM�

for ð�; csw; �Þ ¼ ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ.
�0 N3

S � NT aM� aM� aMN aM�

0.120 00 163 � 32 0.4908(17) 0.6427(23) 0.9612(42) 1.048(6)

0.120 30 163 � 32 0.4026(19) 0.5635(38) 0.8374(74) 0.9414(107)

0.120 50 243 � 48 0.3375(24) 0.4953(47) 0.7201(83) 0.8216(89)

0.120 80 243 � 48 0.2260(10) 0.3903(55) 0.5417(68) 0.6415(99)

0.120 90 163 � 32 0.2209(49) 0.4192(97) 0.6298(251) 0.7811(274)

0.120 90 243 � 48 See Tables XX, XXI, XXII, and XXIII

0.120 90 323 � 64 See Tables XX, XXI, XXII, and XXIII

0.120 92 243 � 48 See Tables XXIV, XXV, XXVI, and XXVII

0.120 95 323 � 64 0.1508(4) 0.3209(27) 0.4329(49) 0.5541(80)

0.120 99 323 � 64 0.1297(10) 0.3154(67) 0.4127(117) 0.5476(168)
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TABLE XX. The results for the pseudoscalar octet mesons: aM�, aMK and aM�s
for

ð�; csw; �Þ ¼ ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 90.

ð�l; �sÞ aM� aMK aM�s

163 � 32

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.1962(74) 0.2447(49) 0.2773(37)

243 � 48

(0.120 830, 0.121 040) 0.1933(6) 0.1688(7) 0.1391(11)

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.1779(6) 0.1779(6) 0.1779(6)

(0.120 950, 0.120 800) 0.1661(8) 0.1845(7) 0.2011(7)

(0.121 000, 0.120 700) 0.1515(10) 0.1898(8) 0.2209(6)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.1406(8) 0.1949(6) 0.2361(5)

323 � 64

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.1747(5) 0.1747(5) 0.1747(5)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.1349(5) 0.1897(4) 0.2321(3)

(0.121 095, 0.120 512) 0.1162(8) 0.1956(5) 0.2512(3)

(0.12 1145, 0.120 413) 0.096 94(88) 0.2016(4) 0.2683(3)

TABLE XXI. The results for the vector octet mesons: aM�, aMK� and aM�s
for ð�; csw; �Þ ¼

ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 90.

ð�l; �sÞ aM� aMK� aM�s

163 � 32

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.4353(123) 0.4331(84) 0.4380(60)

243 � 48

(0.120 830, 0.121 040) 0.3460(22) 0.3335(30) 0.3198(48)

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.3494(25) 0.3494(25) 0.3494(25)

(0.120 950, 0.120 800) 0.3400(40) 0.3473(32) 0.3546(27)

(0.121 000, 0.120 700) 0.3364(43) 0.3517(30) 0.3663(20)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.3270(50) 0.3484(28) 0.3701(18)

323 � 64

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.3341(34) 0.3341(34) 0.3341(34)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.3127(38) 0.3380(21) 0.3632(14)

(0.121 095, 0.120 512) 0.3123(43) 0.3426(20) 0.3738(11)

(0.121 145, 0.120 413) 0.3210(63) 0.3500(24) 0.3880(11)

TABLE XXII. The results for the octet baryons: aMN , aM�, aM� and aM� for ð�; csw; �Þ ¼
ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 90.

ð�l; �sÞ aMN aM� aM� aM�

163 � 32

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.5817(214) 0.5941(182) 0.6311(128) 0.6353(121)

243 � 48

(0.120 830, 0.121 040) 0.4976(25) 0.4859(43) 0.4791(31) 0.4679(39)

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.4811(33) 0.4811(33) 0.4811(33) 0.4811(33)

(0.120 950, 0.120 800) 0.4737(68) 0.4794(58) 0.4871(55) 0.4938(48)

(0.121000, 0.120700) 0.4648(46) 0.4815(49) 0.4910(36) 0.5055(28)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.4466(66) 0.4810(57) 0.4843(42) 0.5068(32)

323 � 64

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.4673(27) 0.4673(27) 0.4673(27) 0.4673(27)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.4267(50) 0.4547(43) 0.4697(33) 0.4907(21)

(0.121 095, 0.120 512) 0.4140(61) 0.4510(58) 0.4690(37) 0.4971(21)

(0.121 145, 0.120 413) 0.4016(89) 0.4507(65) 0.4761(39) 0.5092(19)
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TABLE XXIV. The results for the pseudoscalar octet mesons: aM�, aMK and aM�s
for

ð�; csw; �Þ ¼ ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 92.

ð�l; �sÞ aM� aMK aM�s

243 � 48
(0.120 920, 0.120 920) 0.1694(9) 0.1694(9) 0.1694(9)

323 � 64
(0.121 050, 0.120 661) 0.1280(6) 0.1813(5) 0.2221(4)

TABLE XXIII. The results for the decuplet baryons: aM�, aM�� , aM�� and aM� for
ð�; csw; �Þ ¼ ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 90.

ð�l; �sÞ aM� aM�� aM�� aM�

163 � 32

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.7437(227) 0.7490(184) 0.7537(146) 0.7595(114)

243 � 48

(0.120 830, 0.121 040) 0.5906(73) 0.5801(89) 0.5685(114) 0.5548(151)

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.5933(88) 0.5933(88) 0.5933(88) 0.5933(88)

(0.120 950, 0.120 800) 0.5817(55) 0.5895(48) 0.5973(43) 0.6050(38)

(0.121 000, 0.120 700) 0.5883(101) 0.6006(77) 0.6133(61) 0.6262(51)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.5483(137) 0.5679(90) 0.5902(64) 0.6108(48)

323 � 64

(0.120 900, 0.120 900) 0.5675(64)) 0.5675(64) 0.5675(64) 0.5675(64)

(0.121 040, 0.120 620) 0.5520(79) 0.5744(48) 0.5968(34) 0.6194(28)

(0.121 095, 0.120 512) 0.5161(185) 0.5541(98) 0.5812(52) 0.6104(33)

(0.121 145, 0.120 413) 0.5071(211) 0.5576(105) 0.6018(51) 0.6420(29)

TABLE XXV. The results for the vector octet mesons: aM�, aMK� and aM�s
for ð�; csw; �Þ ¼

ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 92.

ð�l; �sÞ aM� aMK� aM�s

243 � 48
(0.120 920, 0.120 920) 0.3404(44) 0.3404(44) 0.3404(44)

323 � 64
(0.121 050, 0.120 661) 0.3161(38) 0.3354(22) 0.3564(16)

TABLE XXVI. The results for the octet baryons: aMN , aM�, aM� and aM� for ð�; csw; �Þ ¼
ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 92.

ð�l; �sÞ aMN aM� aM� aM�

243 � 48
(0.120 920, 0.120 920) 0.4725(39) 0.4725(39) 0.4725(39) 0.4725(39)

323 � 64
(0.121 050, 0.120 661) 0.4127(42) 0.4444(35) 0.4580(31) 0.4798(22)

TABLE XXVII. The results for the decuplet baryons: aM�, aM�� , aM�� and aM� for
ð�; csw; �Þ ¼ ð5:50; 2:65; 0:1Þ where �0 ¼ 0:120 92.

ð�l; �sÞ aM� aM�� aM�� aM�

243 � 48
(0.120 920, 0.120 920) 0.5790(97) 0.5790(97) 0.5790(97) 0.5790(97)

323 � 64
(0.121 050, 0.120 661) 0.5457(108) 0.5607(72) 0.5800(51) 0.6005(40)
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